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CHAPTER O NE
WHAT IS MAINSTREAM
YOUTH?
QUESTIONING ORTHODOXIES
ABOUT
MAINSTREAM’ YOUTH
In June 2007, the Ministry of Education, Youth and Sports in the
Czech Republic approved the State Youth Policy Conception for the
Years 2007–2013. The Conception is a strategic plan for contemporary Czech youth policy covering domains such as education, leisure
time, political activity and media consumption. Based on several
empirical sociological studies and long time series comparisons,1 the
Conception portrays contemporary ‘mainstream’ youth in the Czech
Republic as young people whose value-orientation points to
hedonism and pragmatism, accompanied by the diminishing
importance of global and social values. The mainstream within
the young generation is adapted to society and identifies with
it. Mainstream media are an important instrument of social conformity (…). The mainstream of the young generation is to a large
extent manipulated by the media and accepts the opinions and
positions generated by them. (State Youth Policy Conception for
the Years 2007–2013, 2007: 5)

The notion of mainstream youth that emerges from the above
discourse portrays young people as sheep-like, passive yet egocentric individuals, incapable of reflexive thinking and easily manipulated by marketing and media industries (Pyšňáková and Miles 2010,
Pyšňáková 2010). However, a closer examination of the above extract
1
The content of the Conception draws on several sociological studies which
combine theory and empirical research. It is based on Petr Sak’s analytical study
Outline of State Policy on Children and Youth until 2007, Tomáš Houška’s study
Participation of Young People in Political and Social Life, ongoing research and
long time series comparisons conducted by the National Children and Youth Institute in the Czech Republic.
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evokes the feeling that there is something unsettling about the logic
presented in the Conception. If young people rebel and refuse to
adapt to society, they are labelled as a problematic social group. Even
young people’s identification with society is articulated in terms of
manipulation and passive conformism. In order to understand why
this is the case it is necessary to engage with a critical perspective on
youth research itself. The above extract from the Conception (2007)
provides a useful starting point for what this book aims to problematise – a common yet limited understanding of ‘mainstream’ youth.
British sociologist Alan France (2007) argues that youth research
has been traditionally driven by concerns over “youth as a social problem” and this focus prevails, even nowadays. Consequently, youth
has arguably been constructed (partly also by youth researchers) as
a social group consisting of “passive victims” of “either their biology
or their social circumstances” (France 2007: 154). Similarly, British
youth researcher Christine Griffin (1993, 2001) points to the ideological dimension of youth research by reproducing and constructing
a very narrow and often distorted “academic common sense” about
young people (Griffin 1993: 2). Such criticism, along with calls for
self-reflexivity among youth researchers, is particularly topical with
regard to contemporary youth research in the Czech Republic, in
which the ‘post-revolutionary’ young generation is often portrayed
as materialistic, hedonistic, egocentric, apolitical and lacking a moral
compass (Sak 2000, Potůček 2002).2
In this book, I argue that the academic common sense about mainstream youth encapsulated in the Conception is not accidental. The
Conception does not simply reflect the nature of contemporary mainstream youth. Rather it actively constructs and reproduces a stereotype
of young people as a ‘problem group’ in society through discourses
of youth-at-risk and youth-as-risk, which have become pervasive in
current research in the Czech Republic (Hráčková Pyšňáková 2012).3
Challenging an orthodoxy – the unquestioned, taken for granted and
2
My aim is not to condemn the whole of contemporary youth research in
the Czech Republic. My criticism refers to what Griffin (1993, 2001) terms as
a ‘mainstream’ perspective – a dominant set of debates which justify, produce, reproduce and construct hegemonic discourses around youth at a particular time.
3
The subtitle of the Conception is ‘Some Problems Identified in Recent Research Concerned with the Young Generation’.
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widely accepted ‘truth’ about ‘mainstream’ youth – lies at the heart
of this book. What appears to underlie and to a degree preserve the
above ‘common sense’ is what Brubaker (2002) calls “groupism: the
tendency to take discrete, sharply differentiated, internally homogenous and externally bounded groups as basic constituents of social
life (…), and fundamental units of social analysis” (Brubaker 2002:
164). In line with Brubaker, this book does not perceive ‘mainstream’
youth in terms of a “substantial group or entity, but in terms of practical categories, discursive frames, cognitive schemas and cultural
representations” (Brubaker 2002: 167). In other words, an interpretive approach allows me to frame ‘mainstream’ as a concept which
is socially constructed and negotiated. This approach enables me to
challenge the above construction of ‘mainstream’ youth’s adaptation
to society as passive conformism. Instead of taking this construction
as a given, it allows me to question why the notion of mainstream
youth in the above quotation carries with it notions of passivity and
sheep-like behaviour. Such questioning provides this book with the
space for an alternative interpretation of mainstream youth.

SPECIFYING THE CONCEPT OF ‘MAINSTREAM’
YOUTH
‘Mainstream’ is a term frequently used by laypeople, sociologists,
marketing researchers, journalists and youth policy makers. In general, it refers to what is common or popular, what is widely accepted,
commercial or dominant. The notion of mainstream is sometimes
associated with passive conformity, absence of reflexivity, crowd or
sheep-like behaviour and uniformity. As ‘mainstream’ youth is a part
of both lay and academic discourses, it is necessarily to specify my
own treatment of this concept. In this article, I draw on a debate which
frames ‘mainstream’ young people as a largely neglected element in
youth research. In this body of research, the notion of ‘mainstream’
youth refers to more ordinary in terms of not spectacular, in other
words not subcultural, problematic or disadvantaged youth. What lies
at the heart of this debate is a criticism of the long-established tendency in youth research to neglect ordinariness and normality in favour
of overemphasising more extreme and melodramatic experiences of
youth (e.g. Willis 1990; Miles 2000; Shildrick 2006; Roberts 2011).
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Such criticism has been already raised, for example, in the early
1990s by MacDonald and Coffield (1991). However, since researching ordinary young people continues to represent a relatively marginal field of interest, it remains topical. Some researchers use the
metaphors of the “missing middle” (Roberts 2011) or the “invisible
majority” (Brown 1987, MacDonald and Coffield 1991, Roberts
2011) to highlight the deficit of studies on ordinary young people in
youth research. France argues that the metaphor of a missing middle
sits easily with reference to youth studies, because there is still relatively little known about ‘ordinary’ youth (France 2007: 57).
The crucial point with regard to this book is that ordinary youth,
or the missing middle, can be understood not only as a particular category or group of young people, but also as a conceptual challenge
to the orthodoxies, stories and dichotomies which dominated youth
research at a particular time.4 Brown’s (1987), Jenkins’ (1983), Willis’ (1990) and Miles’ (2000) studies of ‘ordinary’ youth challenge the
subcultural studies of the Centre for Contemporary Cultural Studies
(CCCS)5 and the dichotomy of what is passive and what is active by
arguing that only a minority of young people is actually involved in
youth subcultures. Based on empirical evidence, these authors dem4
It is important to mention that what the above authors coin the ‘missing middle’ should be understood contextually. These works were written primarily in
the framework of the British sociology of youth, and they tackle theories and
problems which are in many ways particularly relevant to the British context.
This frame of reference must be acknowledged, as the Czech sociology of youth
has its own particular discourses. However, the examples from British youth
studies I am using in this book are in many ways particularly relevant to the
prevailing representation of ‘mainstream’ youth in contemporary Czech youth
research. I am drawing especially on a debate in the British sociology of youth
that criticises a tendency in British research to focus on spectacular and ‘melodramatic expressions of youth’ rather than ‘ordinary’ young people. Here, I see
the relevance of applying the debate from British sociology of youth to the Czech
context. In this book, I am using the notions of ‘ordinary youth’ and the ‘missing
middle’ as conceptual challenges to current discourses in the Czech Republic,
rather than as particular empirical category of youth (for example, middle-class
students, or consumers of popular culture).
5
The Centre for Contemporary Cultural Studies was a research centre at the
University of Birmingham, England that promoted an interdisciplinary approach
to cultural studies and was heavily influenced by Marxist, neo-Marxist and
Frankfurt School theory and poststructuralist thinking (see Chapter Two).
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onstrate that belonging to the mainstream does not imply passive
conformism, but rather negotiation with structural conditions. Similarly, Pilkington (2004) and Shildrick (2006) challenge club cultural
and post-subcultural studies in arguing that such approaches tend to
neglect the cultural diversity and expression of the majority of young
people (ordinary and normal youth) who do not fit into post-subcultural frames. In his more structurally framed study of club cultures,
Hollands (2002) talks about neglecting ordinary youth in favour of
a focus on service workers, further and higher education students,
professional workers and middle-class youth. MacDonald and Coffield (1991) use the notion of the invisible majority and Roberts
(2011) uses the notion of the missing middle as criticisms of the transitional approach6, pointing to its tendency to focus on disadvantaged
and problematic youth groups and youth at/as risk while neglecting
those who do not fit into these categories.
I take this debate as a starting point and apply it to the context of
contemporary youth research in the Czech Republic. I am doing so in
order to reconceptualise the notion of ‘mainstream’ youth and to challenge the assumption of homogeneity that is implicit in the traditional
notion of ‘mainstream’. I also address the deficit of agency in contemporary youth research in the Czech Republic, which prioritises the
concepts of risky or vulnerable youth (Hráčková Pyšňáková 2012).
My research may run the risk, ironically, of labelling a generation
of young people in a prescribed fashion. In other words, it could be
suggested that by presenting a case for the analysis of mainstream
youth my research has articulated a category of youth that has a firmly established belief system. Indeed, I am conscious of the fact that
the term ‘mainstream’ is used in two main ways, both as both a piece
of everyday language by lay people and conceptually (although not
necessarily analytically) by youth researchers. My intention is not,
however, to label young people. I use the term to refer to all those
young people who cannot be defined as ‘extreme’ and who share the
distinction of not being labelled as such. I am not suggesting that this
6
The study of youth transitions focuses on the way in which institutions structure process of growing up. The transitional approach conceptualises youth as
the process of “becoming adult” (Wyn and White 1997:95). I will discuss this
approach in detail in Chapter Two.
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group is in any way homogeneous, even if, as my research suggests,
they share some traits. My research recognises that many young people in the Czech Republic themselves use the term ‘mainstream’ to,
effectively, label each other: this is part of their vocabulary. In this
sense, an acknowledgment of the validity of the notion of mainstream
is useful in two key ways: 1) in helping us to understand how much
young people’s mainstream lifestyles play a role in their self-construction, and 2) in helping us to understand how young people relate
to other young people through consumer lifestyles.

BACKGROUND OF THE STUDY:
YOUNG PEOPLE IN THE CZECH
REPUBLIC
Today’s Czech teens and twenty-somethings were born or spent most
of their lives in a post-communist society. Some of them briefly remember the reality of living before 1989 but most did not experience
it at all. It is history, mediated by their parents, teachers, books or
the Internet. This post-revolutionary young generation may not have
experienced the constraints of living under a communist regime, but
they face new and different kinds of challenges, constraints and opportunities. What these young people do experience is the everyday
reality of living in a world that has been radically changed not only
by the consequences of the political breakdown after 1989, but also
by the conditions of late modern consumer society.
Some youth researchers argue that the experience of living in
a late modern consumer culture implies that there are no longer considerable differences separating Western youth from young people in
former European communist countries (Leccardi and Feixa 2012).
This growing convergence of course does not imply that there are no
differences at all. But the notions of ‘Millennials‘, the ‘Digital generation‘, or the ‘Connected generation‘ used in a study of young consumers in the Czech Republic provide good examples of some prominent
parallel characteristics of the current Czech young generation and its
counterparts from the West (OMD Czech 2011). And without a doubt,
the processes of globalisation and technological change buttress the
formation of global characteristics of contemporary youth culture.
Young people are more able than ever to construct their own lifestyles
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and share them with others via the global market (Reimer, 1995).
However, it is important to keep in mind that these commonalities are
not simply about young people’s appropriation of consumer values or
mastery of information culture. As Leccardi and Feixa point out, the
shared experience of today’s youth lies in the “complicated relationship that young people have with an open yet uncertain future” (Leccardi and Feixa 2012: 5).
Several recent research studies demonstrate that what late modern
youth, both from the West and from post-communist countries, share
is a belief in continuity and stability as much as in gradual change,
and this contradiction appears to them as simply normal (Leccardi et
al. 2012, Euro RSCG, 2011). This book examines how this contradiction is experienced by the post-revolutionary young generation in the
Czech Republic. The primary focus is on how young people under
circumstances of late modernity negotiate their sense of normality
and ordinariness, what being ‘ordinary’ and ‘normal’ means to them
and what role their consumer lifestyles play in these negotiations.
A similar theme has been raised in a recent study on youth in former
Yugoslavia by Ule (2012). In her research on the changing values of
young people in Slovenia, Ule (2012) makes some points that are particularly relevant to the concept of late modern ‘mainstream‘ youth.
She observed that the paradoxical conditions of late modernity caused
an increase in the importance of “socially conformist” values (Ule
2012: 37). This is not to say that the young Slovenians do not enjoy
autonomy of action and independence, but it seems that what these
young people desire above all is an ordinary, normal and stable life.
According to Ule, the paradox is that in late modernity, when all that
is normal and ordinary has been turned around, the definition of what
is normal and ordinary life is no longer clear. Thus, for many young
people (from post-communist countries in particular), the negotiation
of ‘ordinariness’ has become one of the new conditions of late modern
society. It is in this context I aim to contribute to debates about ‘mainstream’ youth through a qualitative research study about the meaning
of consumption in the lives of young people in post-revolutionary
Czech Republic.
My research has come to focus upon the active consumption of
visible symbols of ‘paid for’ social status, for example, the consumption of branded goods, something that would appear to represent the
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ultimate acceptance of the status quo and an uncritical conformity to
it. How did such a focus come about, and what is its value? As highlighted by Giddens (1991) and Beck (1992, Beck and Beck-Gernsheim 2002), late modern society involves the loss of first-order modern
securities previously experienced through forms of belonging, such as
class, family, location and community / friendship networks, as well
as forms of security built upon paid employment and state entitlements. Risk society is defined by the emergence of less secure work,
family, state and community relations, and consequently, a greater
sense of individual responsibility for one’s life outcomes.
This ‘individualisation’ is most intensely experienced by young
people, who are first in line for the new forms of insecurity and who
have built up the least security within older regimes of entitlement
and belonging (Macháček 2004, Furlong and Cartmel 2007, Roberts
2009, Leccardi et al. 2012, Ule 2012). More tenuous links to work,
location, family and community, brought about by the breakdown
of full-employment, state housing policy, church/state marriage
and family regimes, while common across the whole of Europe and
beyond, are felt even more acutely in Eastern Europe, where former
‘socialist’ regimes have given way to ‘capitalist’ ones, making the
transition from collective security to individual choice even more
marked (Macháček 2004, Roberts 2009). People become the agents
of their own identity making, but not by choice; it is an indispensable
condition of social integration in late modernity. Empirically oriented
research on youth transitions has thus focused on how processes of
individualisation are reflected in the transformation from socialism
to capitalism, and the extent to which such a transition has redefined
the way in which young people grow up in the Czech Republic.
Macháček (2004) argues that in comparison to their parents, young
people in the Czech Republic now live in a society where individual
performance, as well as the diversification and individualisation of
lifestyles, gains importance. This shift means that for contemporary
Czech youth there is a much greater range of options to choose from,
in the context of education, work or lifestyle, for example. This increased level of choice in turn creates a situation in which the risks
associated with such choice fall upon their shoulders.
Although many of the key characteristics of late modernity identified by Beck (1992, Beck and Beck-Gernsheim 2002) and Giddens
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(1991) are centred on consumption and lifestyle, young people’s
experience with consumption in the Czech Republic as a response
to social, cultural and structural transformation has not been given
sufficient attention. It tends to be confined to the domains of media
representation and marketing (Pyšňáková 2010, 2012).
When I began this project, researching young people’s consumption was not only a marginal theme in the Czech sociology of youth,
but it was also limited either to risky behaviour, such as binge drinking
and drug abuse (Sak and Saková 2003, Vanžurová 2006, Truhlářová
and Smutek et al. 2006), or it was framed as a form of escapism
from reality (Sak 2000, Sak and Saková 2004). Any conception of
a ‘consumer generation’ I found in the available sociological literature reflected a deep scepticism and frustration that young people’s
exposure to consumer lifestyles would somehow cause moral corruption, alienation, hedonistic orientation and vulnerability to engage in
risky behaviour. In this book, I argue that the tendency to interpret
youth consumption as a ‘problem’ echoes the general character of
youth research in the Czech Republic, reflected, for example, in the
inclination to overemphasise structural influences on young people’s
lives and to neglect the ways in which young people negotiate and
actively deal with such conditions.
I am not suggesting that consumption is the only space of young
people’s identity construction. I recognise that consumption affords
but one locus for identity and engagement. Nor am I suggesting that
consumption and consumer-oriented lifestyles are new phenomena
that magically emerged in the Czech Republic after the breakdown of
the communist regime two decades ago. Consumption is deep-seated
in all societies and cultures, and it was a part of people’s lives even
before 1989. What differentiates today’s youth from their parents’
generation is living (and consuming) in a different context created
not only by political and historical shifts but also by changing social
and cultural conditions of late modernity. Thus, increasingly relevant
to the analysis of contemporary young consumers are macro- and
micro-level social and economic reorganisations, leading to renewed
emphases on culture and consumption in market-based societies. In
these societies, the contemporary Czech Republic included, categories of identification based on work, race, gender or nation are attenuated by, or refracted in, the contemplation and the act of consuming.
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As such, consumption (including ‘ordinary consumption’) might
provide young people a supplementary space for cultural life and the
day-to-day bypassing of and dealing with late modern conditions. My
interest lies in exploring youth consumption in such a fashion – as
a social arena within which young people not only experience but also
deal with cultural, structural and social constraints and risks, along
with new opportunities that appear to be a natural part of living in the
context of late modernity (Giddens 1991, Beck and Beck-Gernsheim
2002).
My sample, with all its diversity, manifested a keen awareness of
all these conditions, as experienced in their part-time, temporary and
insecure employment, their attempts to build portfolios of formal and
informal learning and skills, their mobility, their social networks and
their relationships. All the young people in my research sought to
construct their own lives and gain skills, qualifications, connections,
money, fulfilment, happiness, experience, friendships and emotional
relationships. They did so under the conditions they found themselves
in by means of the resources and opportunities they were able to draw
upon and develop. They were all people with multiple roles in complex lives, but at the same time, they sought to build, live and express
themselves through a particular, unique and chosen ‘identity’. What
became apparent were the ways in which my participants actively
engaged in identity/lifestyle-constructing consumer actions as means
of establishing and affirming themselves within the array of the otherwise fluid conditions that made up their lives. I became increasingly
interested in how particular forms of consumption appeared to be important in the process of identity formation and how important such
formation was in the management of everyday life under increasingly
complex, uncertain and risky conditions. Work, family, study and relationships were all significant aspects of their lives, but my research
came to focus on the part consumption played in the management of
complex lives and identities.
In my research, I followed an interpretive approach and utilised
diverse qualitative research methods, such as focus groups and semistructured interviews in very small groups, as well as narrative essays.
I collected data in the Czech city of Brno, from 2006 to 2008, and my
sample consisted of 95 young people, 59 women and 36 men, aged
between 15 – 27 years. The sample included metropolitan youth,
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who were studying or working, or studying and holding part-time
jobs. Although coming from various socio-economic backgrounds,
the majority of the participants had difficulty identifying themselves
with a particular class and described themselves as being somewhere
in the middle – not rich but not poor. Also, by their own admission, the
majority of participants did not feel as if they belonged to any particular youth group or (sub)culture but rather talked about themselves in
terms of being ‘normal’ and ‘ordinary‘. Yet they also refused to identify themselves with a particular representation of mainstream youth
they termed as the ‘sheeple’. These young people presented a conceptual ‘teaser’ as they did not seem to fit into any framing of youth
(post) subcultures, neo-tribes and club cultures or into any category
of disadvantaged or marginalised youth. Most importantly, they did
not conform to the notion of a passive mainstream. As I conducted my
analysis, I started to focus on how an understanding of these young
people’s relationships to consumption might help me to develop the
concept of ‘mainstream’ youth in a more flexible way.

AIMS OF THE BOOK
My priority is not only to challenge the stereotype of passive conformism inherent in traditional notions of ‘mainstream’ youth. In the
context of youth research in the Czech Republic, my intention is also
to offer a particular perspective to rethink the effects of social change
on young people and to focus on the ways in which they are blending
old and new patterns of identity construction and actively shaping
new approaches to life.
Although I draw upon qualitative research concerned with young
people’s relationships with consumption, I aim to do more in this
book than simply equate mainstream youth with young consumers of
popular culture. Nor do I intend to reduce them to categories such as
middle class youth or university students. The concept of mainstream
youth presented in this study captures the active ways in which young
people negotiate the structural, cultural and social changes in what
has been described as an increasingly individualised or risk society
(Miles 2000). In this book, I move beyond existing research and explore how these changes are experienced by young people, how they
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are reflected in young people’s interpretations of what it means to be
‘normal’ and ‘ordinary’, and how under such circumstances, young
people construct and maintain their sense of ordinariness, or as I prefer to call it, their ‘mainstreamness’. From this perspective, I suggest
that an empirically informed understanding of young people’s relationships to consumption provides a means of understanding the
social and cultural implications of post-socialist transition on young
people. Further, such an understanding might also provide a useful
lens for understanding how these young people interpret their sense
of belonging to contemporary society. I argue that being ‘mainstream’
does not imply straightforward compliance with dominant power
structures, but rather reflects a degree of reflexivity in which young
people challenge stereotypes of passive conformism in complex and
often paradoxical ways (Willis 1990, Miles 2000, Willett 2008).
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CHAPTER TWO
CRITICAL ENGAGEMENT WITH THE
CONCEPT OF ‘MAINSTREAM’
YOUTH IN YOUTH STUDIES

[O]ur work (…) emphasizes the importance of studying “ordinary” young people rather than exotic, unusual or unrepresentative youth groups (…). So although studies of youth during the
1970’s made valuable contributions to our understanding of the
sub-cultural aspects of various youth groups, research developed
in essentially elitist directions, paying little attention to the realities of the everyday lives of the majority of young adults. (MacDonald and Coffield 1991: 2 – 3)
[F]or too long sociology has neglected what I will describe as
“mainstream” youth in favour of a sociology of the melodramatic
and perhaps more worryingly of the “problematic”, which as
a result has underestimated the degree of complexity that characterizes young people’s lives. (Miles 2000: 3)
Recently, youth sociology has perhaps been equally blinkered,
with studies of those more obviously at risk of social exclusion
overshadowing the seemingly “ordinary” and unproblematic. (…)
“Ordinariness”, then, has taken a back seat in the youth research
agenda, seemingly deemed uninteresting. (Roberts 2011: 23, 25)

The three quotations above are taken from British scholarly texts on
youth. They encapsulate what I envision as the concept of ‘mainstream’ youth. Each of them has been written, almost symbolically,
a decade apart, yet they share the same message – a perpetual call for
focusing on ordinary young people. In this chapter, I present a critical
evaluation of how the sociology of youth has dealt with the concept
of mainstream youth. The findings are based on a wide range of
youth theory texts, in particular several which aim either directly or
indirectly to examine the mainstream (e.g. Mungham 1976, Hebdige
1979, Willis 1990, Pilkington 1994, Thornton 1996, Wyn and White
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1997, Muggleton 2000, Muggleton and Weinzierl 2003, Miles 2000,
Furlong and Cartmel 2007, Roberts 2009). The purpose of this chapter is to increase reflexivity and critical thinking among us – youth
researchers. I argue that despite the widespread use of the term in the
sociology of youth, there are some fundamental problems with the
ways in which ‘mainstream’ youth is theorised, or more precisely
under-theorised and under-researched.
I start with an examination of the key theoretical and conceptual
issues that have dominated youth studies over the last three decades.
These approaches still influence current research on young people,
and research in the Czech Republic is not an exception. In the first
section, I focus on the cultural approach, which is concerned with the
analysis of youth styles and identities. Special attention is paid to the
notions of ‘mainstream’ and ‘mainstream’ youth from a cultural perspective. I then discuss studies with a structural focus and the ways in
which mainstream youth has been conceptualised in relation to youth
transitions. Together, these sections provide the backdrop for a critical discussion of the existing gap between structural and cultural approaches and the notion of ‘ordinary’ youth, which is particularly crucial for my purposes7. Throughout, I consider the ways in which the
critics of the structural and cultural gap in youth research challenge
the constitution of young people through ‘problem’, ‘subcultural’ and
‘transitional’ discourses (MacDonald and Coffield 1991, Miles 2000,
2003, Cieslik 2001, Hollands 2002, France 2007). I emphasise the
need expressed by these researchers to generate a more flexible theo7
Both approaches tend to neglect the experiences and expression of ordinary
youth in favour of visible or melodramatic youth, not to mention the conceptual
and empirical divisions between cultural and structural approaches. The cultural
approach has been criticised for neglecting the role of social divisions and status inequalities in lifestyle ‘choices’. The structural approach, in particular the
‘transitions’ literature, has been criticised for its focus on disadvantaged youth,
while overlooking other categories of young people, especially ordinary youth
(MacDonald and Coffield 1991, Miles 2000, France 2007, Roberts 2011). Another criticism opens up the problem of young people’s experience, which in
reality is both cultural and structural in its nature. In other words, the division
between structural and cultural experience is artificial and arguably exists only in
the minds of youth researchers who often tend to analyse young people separately
either from a cultural or a structural perspective (for this criticism see, Gayle
1998, Miles 2000, 2003, Cohen and Ainley 2000, Cieslik 2001, Hollands 2002,
Furlong 2009).
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retical frame, based on empirical evidence, to understand the effects
of social change on young people and the ways in which they are actively dealing with these changes. The most significant theme in this
debate is the tension between the diversity of young people’s cultural
expressions and individualised transitional pathways on the one hand
and the increasingly standardised part of many of young people’s life
experiences on the other. This theme reflects a more general concern
in youth studies: to what extent are young people’s lives determined
by the structural components; and how far are they active agents in
determining their own biographies? This chapter re-articulates the
call for a focus on mainstream young people: a subject that still represents a relatively unexplored gap in sociological knowledge. In this
regard, the studies of Willis (1990), Miles (2000), Ball et al. (2000),
Hollands (2002) or Roberts (2011) offer a useful lens through which
we might begin to reconceptualise what it means for young people to
belong to the mainstream in the context of late modernity.

CULTURAL APPROACH
The cultural approach encompasses a wide range of theoretical
perspectives, including conceptual frames and empirical research
focused on the analysis of youth styles, identities and consumption
(see Hollands 2002, Miles 2003). The sociological literature on youth
culture illustrates that there are many different definitions and understandings of youth culture among youth researchers – from youth
subcultures (Hebdige 1979) to postmodern subcultures (Muggleton
1997, 2000, 2005) and from club cultures (Redhead 1997, Redhead et
al. 1997, Thornton 1996, Malbon 1999), to neo-tribes and lifestyles
(Miles 2000, Bennett 1999, 2000, 2001; Hollands 2002). The cultural
approach is by no means united and neither are the conceptions of
mainstream and mainstream youth that lay within this paradigm.
There are two intellectual perspectives that are particularly germane
to the following discussion about mainstream and mainstream youth.8
8

The following classification of youth cultural studies into subcultural and postsubcultural approaches does not propose to reflect the entire gambit of youth
research but provides a means of understanding the parameters within which it
operates.
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and the ways in which they deal with social structures; and c) the
concept of ordinary (or as I prefer, mainstream) youth is not linked to
a notion of homogeneity or passivity, but rather is constructed around
the notion of active agency, normality and one’s need for certainty and
security. Thus, it can be argued that the focus on ‘mainstream’ youth
offers a particularly useful means of understanding the conflicting
nature of young people’s choices in a risk society. More importantly,
it may contribute to a more balanced and complex understanding of
young people than is conventionally shown in the ‘big picture’ suggested by transition approaches, which draw primarily on empirical
evidence of disadvantaged youth.

CONCLUSION
My aim in this chapter was to assess the ways in which contemporary theories can help inform current constructions of the concept of
‘mainstream’ youth or prompt a process for its re-conceptualisation.
In doing so, I addressed the following questions: how has mainstream
youth been explored, conceptualised, constructed and theorised in
academic youth research, what gaps and contradictions exist in these
constructions, and what impact have these constructions on academic
interpretations of mainstream youth?
Throughout each section, it became increasingly evident that the
current deployment of the notion of mainstream youth by the sociological literature is problematic. The biggest problem stems from the
vague and incoherent use of the term ‘mainstream’. I argued that the
conceptual and empirical divisions between cultural and structural
approaches are one of the sources of this incoherency. While the
structural approach, in particular the ‘transitions’ literature, focuses
on structural aspects, the cultural approach prioritises more cultural
experiences in young people’s lives. However, this structural/cultural
dichotomy is in relation to young people’s experience quite problematic. As scholars such as Gayle (1998), Miles (2000, 2003), Cieslik
(2001) or Hollands (2002) point out, young people’s social reality is
both cultural and structural in its nature. Thus, the division between
structural and cultural experience is artificial and arguably is created by youth researchers who tend to analyse young people either
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from a cultural or a structural perspective. But where I see that the
structural/cultural dichotomy is even more problematic particularly in
relation to ‘mainstream’ youth, is its focus on marginal, disadvanted
and spectacular groups of young people and overlooking other categories of young people, especially ordinary youth (for this criticism,
see MacDonald and Coffield 1991, Miles 2000, France 2007, Roberts
2011).
Although the following classification is somewhat simplified,
it can be argued that there are two contradictory representations of
‘mainstream’ youth in youth research. In the first case, the representation of mainstream youth appears to be constructed through research
on more visible, spectacular, subcultural or problematic youth groups
and related discourses. Mainstream youth is generally constructed
via binary models of passive and active or normal and deviant, based
on interpretations of subcultural youth, interpretations of statistical
data, and adult-centred perspectives combined with discourses on
problematic, vulnerable and at-risk-youth. This representation often
goes hand-in-hand with ‘groupism’ (Brubaker 2002), or – as Wyn
and White (1997) point out – the danger of equating the “80 to 90
percent who are on the same footing” with a monolithic majority,
a homogeneous group with relatively common characteristics such as
passivity and conformity.
The second representation of ‘mainstream’ youth draws upon
criticism of the long-established tendency in youth research to neglect ordinariness and normality in favour of overemphasising more
extreme and melodramatic experiences of youth (MacDonald and
Coffield 1991, Miles 2000, 2002, 2003, Roberts 2011). In this body
of research, it is argued that as a result, there is a huge disproportion
between the number of studies on extreme or visible youth groups and
research on mainstream youth. In other words, because young people
have been traditionally theorised in opposition to the mainstream, the
sociology of youth has developed many theoretical concepts grasping counter-cultural, subcultural and post-subcultural examples of
youth identity, while leaving ordinary youth largely underexplored.
The point of such criticism is not to derogate the significance and
contribution of either (sub)cultural or structural concepts in sociology of youth. It is simply to highlight the fact that even though only
a minority of young people are involved in youth subcultures and
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not all young people are marginalised, these framings are used as
explanatory tools for describing young people’s experience in general (see MacDonald and Coffield 1991, Miles 2000, 2003). This extrapolation is ironic, as it is generally now agreed that young people
who declare themselves ‘normal’, ‘ordinary’ and unaffiliated to any
particular subculture actually constitute the majority (Shildrick 2002,
2006, Roberts 2006, Van Wel et al. 2008, Pilkington 2004). They do
not feel marginalised and their transitions are not as problematic as is
presented in the youth transition literature (Roberts 2011). The focus
here is on (although not exclusively) the active ways through which
this majority negotiates structural constraints and on how, under such
circumstances, these young people actively construct what it means
to be ‘ordinary’ in the context of late modernity.
The above representations are particularly important in relation to
current youth studies in the Czech Republic. In the following chapter, I demonstrate how framings of youth-at-risk and youth-as-risk
are deeply rooted also in Czech sociology of youth. This argument
will be developed through a discussion on young people’s consumer
lifestyles in the context of late modernity. Young people’s relationships with consumption are framed either as manifestations of their
disconnection from society or as risky behaviour. Thus, the conceptualisation of mainstream youth as active and reflexive consumers is
particularly challenging in the context of the Czech Republic. Current
youth research in the Czech Republic focuses on how individualisation processes have redefined the way in which young people grow
up in the Czech Republic. While there is recognition that in areas of
education, family and career planning, young people have become
increasingly reflexive in their choices, sociological research showing
that the same pattern can be identified in young people’s relationship towards consumption is absent. The main argument of the next
chapter is that an understanding of mainstream youth’s relationship
to consumption is particularly informative for understanding how
these young people actively use their consumer lifestyles as a means
of dealing with the structural constraints brought about by post-communist social and cultural change. Such insights might provide a basis
for the re-conceptualisation of the notion of mainstream youth in contemporary youth research in the Czech Republic.
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CHAPTER THREE
YOUNG PEOPLE’S CONSUMER
LIFESTYLES IN THE CZECH
REPUBLIC

The hedonistic and pragmatic orientation of the young generation,
coupled with the absence of social vision, contribute to the increased consumption of alcohol, nicotine and drugs. (…) A large
part of children and young people adapt to society in contact
with media manipulation and become consumers dependent on
designer goods. Drugs are also a part of this “designer lifestyle”.
Being “in” means at least smoking marihuana. Another section
of this population retreats to drugs trying to escape an aggressive
market economy. (State Youth Policy Conception for the Years
2007 – 2013, 2007:6, 11)
Notions of lifestyles have been used to construct “normal” young
people as passive consumers of available goods and services,
and/or as actively involved in “choosing” specific lifestyles as
(relatively) “free” individuals. In a parallel but separate literature,
discourses on consumption have been used in connection with
various forms of “substance abuse” to construct categories of
“deviant” and “diseased” young people as beyond the limits of
normality. (Griffin 1993: 121)

In Chapter Two, I argued that social scientific research on youth has
been more likely to focus on its melodramatic expressions rather than
on ‘ordinary’ young people. Additionally, the polarisation between
structural and cultural approaches and the focus on more spectacular,
visible, problematic and marginalised youth have led to several orthodoxies about mainstream youth, especially the taken-for-granted
assumption outlining them as a relatively homogeneous group characterised by conformity, passivity and manipulation. This particular
representation of mainstream youth has been challenged in studies focusing on less visible and more ‘ordinary’ young people, by pointing
at active negotiation and compliance rather than passive conformity to
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dominant structures. This chapter attempts to bring the above discussion closer to the current sociological debates on youth in the Czech
Republic. For the purposes of this book, I have concentrated on those
academic texts and studies which predominantly focus on young people’s leisure and consumption. The two opening quotations encapsulate the issue I want to discuss in this chapter: the social construction
of young consumers via diverse academic discourses in contemporary
youth research in the Czech Republic. The first extract, taken from
the Czech State Youth Policy (2007), exemplifies what is arguably
a melodramatic, sceptical and negative interpretation of young people’s leisure and consumer activities by youth policy research and
by more structurally oriented youth research in the Czech Republic.
Of particular concern is the tendency to frame young people’s
engagement with consumption either as risky behaviour (drug and
alcohol abuse) or as a manifestation of their manipulation and exploitation by the leisure, media and marketing and fashion industries.
Notions of consumerism are framed either as a risk-taking activity
involving young people’s leisure time, such as binge drinking, smoking, or drug abuse (Sak 2000, Sak and Saková 2003, Vanžurová 2006,
Truhlářová and Smutek et al. 2006, Šťastná and Šucha 2010, Kalman
et al. 2011), or as an indicator of young people’s moral decline in
term of hedonism, primarily related to their supposed loss of interest
in public issues (Conception 2007). Moreover, the Conception appears to assume that consumer culture has a predominantly negative
impact on young people. Living in a consumer culture is portrayed as
a vicious circle of hedonism, pragmatism and egocentrism, leading
to self-destructive behaviour such as binge drinking or drug abuse.
Ironically, such behaviour is also interpreted as (at least for some
young people) the only form of liberation from a dehumanised and
materialistic consumer culture. Even those young people who do not
engage with this kind of risky behaviour are at risk. These risks speak
to the potential jeopardy of losing oneself through internalisation
of false, artificial and superficial needs. What the extract from the
Conception offers is a propping up of common sense notions about
‘mainstream’ youth through a victim/dupe thesis, combined with an
implicit paternalistic concern, disappointment and unfulfilled expectations about an entire generation (see Chapter One, also Pyšňáková
2010). The underlying assumption here is that young people are the
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victims of ‘consumer culture’ and as such are blind to the realities
which condition their social existence. Active engagement with consumer culture makes them passive and incapable of reflecting upon
the circumstances they are exposed to.
In this regard, Griffin’s (1993) quotation above is especially instructive. Drawing on an examination of various academic texts on
youth in Britain and the United States, Griffin claims that academics do not simply reflect the reality of young people, but actively
construct various representations of youth and adolescence through
diverse discourses (Griffin 1993). Her comment on how “lifestyles
have been used to construct ‘normal’ young people as passive consumers of available goods and services” (Griffin 1993: 121) dovetails
with the purposes of this chapter. The primary aim is to challenge the
orthodoxy of passive conformism associated with the notion of mainstream youth in contemporary youth research in the Czech Republic
via a broader discussion of the role of consumer lifestyles in context
of late modernity (Giddens 1991, Beck 1992, Beck and Beck-Gernsheim 2002.
As I have mentioned earlier, the above orthodoxy has been already
questioned in research concerned with ‘ordinary’ youth (Jenkins 1983,
Brown 1987, Willis 1990, MacDonald and Coffield 1991, Miles
2000, Ball et al. 2000, France 2007, Roberts 2011). The research
on ordinary youth involves so many different cultural and structural
areas of these young people’s lives and focuses on youth from such
diverse socioeconomic backgrounds that they hardly can be seen as
a homogeneous group. However, there are three points that unite the
notion of ordinary (or mainstream) youth into a solid concept.
a) They represent a neglected element in youth studies;
b) In general, they are not involved in spectacular public display,
and they do not fit into a category of marginalised and excluded
youth;
c) What appears to characterise their relationship to the dominant
culture and its structures are the active ways through which young
people negotiate and comply with structural constraints in order to
maintain, construct, display, interpret and negotiate their supposed
‘ordinariness’.
Unfortunately, this particular conception of ‘mainstream’ youth
is generally absent in contemporary Czech youth research. Yet it
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does not mean that notions of mainstream youth and mainstream as
a general concept are absent. On the contrary, both terms constitute
a vital element in contemporary structurally oriented youth research
(e.g. NIDM MŠMT 2000) as well as in emerging cultural and sub/
post-subcultural studies (Houdková 2008, Smolík 2010). However,
in this chapter, I argue that the academic representations and interpretations of mainstream youth in both types of texts are problematic.
Mainstream youth is represented either purely through statistics or
constructed via interpretations of research concerned with spectacular
and subcultural youth. What the notion of mainstream youth appears
to reflect are the ‘silenced voices’ (Griffin 1993) or the ‘invisible majority’ (Roberts 2011). The metaphor of the ‘missing middle’ (Roberts
2011) appears to be entirely apposite in the context of Czech sociology of youth.
In general, the Czech sociology of youth is characterised by a lack
of research framing youth consumption as a cultural means of dealing with the structural constraints created by post-communist social
and cultural change (Pyšňáková, Miles 2010). This lacuna not only
downplays what consumption means to young people but also simplifies and narrows an interpretation of the concept of mainstream youth.
This chapter suggests that conceptualising consumer lifestyles in the
light of their relationship to structural constraints might be useful for
reconceptualising the notion of ‘mainstream’ youth.

YOUNG PEOPLE AND SOCIAL CHANGE
AFTER 1989
Since the downfall of communism in Czechoslovakia, there has been
an increasing recognition among sociologists that the experiences
of the young generation offer a useful indicator of changing social,
cultural and political trends after 1989. Current empirical research
indicates that these changes are underpinned by processes of individualisation (Machonin 1997, Macháček 2004, Petrusek 2006).
Tuček (et al. 2003) identified three trends in the Czech post-socialist
society:19
19
The same trends, in particular the processes of individualisation, have been
identified by Roberts (2009) in his research on youth transitions in contemporary
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a) a shift from uniformity to pluralism, characterised by an expansion of new possibilities and freedom of choice as a feature of
a democratic society;
b) the differentiation of lifestyles, not only in terms of age and gender
(as in the past), but also in terms of economic and social differentiation and value orientation;
c) the contradictory consequences of expanding consumer trends and
consumer lifestyles which in turn appear to highlight unprecedented differentiation of lifestyles and extend the gap between the
elites and middle-class households and excluded and marginalised
groups living in poverty (Tuček et al. 2003: 169).
The above trends have also shaped the specifics of the current
intergenerational gap, especially in terms of the degree of capability
and willingness to adjust and benefit from the new conditions. The
older generation (parents) appears less willing to change its embedded habits and overall life view. The young generation is said to be
much more mobile and open to change. However, young people are
also more at risk of internalising new patterns of imported (Western)
lifestyles, including the tendency for their exaggeration, such as increasing interest in consumption (Tuček et al. 2003).
Considering the above trends in the broader context of contemporary sociological research in the Czech Republic, it is not surprising
that the research on youth transitions focuses on how processes of
individualisation are reflected in the transformation from socialism to
capitalism and the extent to which such a transition has redefined the
way in which young people grow up in the Czech Republic. Most of
the discussion highlights the contradictory nature of the freedoms and
constraints offered by an increasingly diversified and dedifferentiated
modernity as considered in the work of Beck (1992), Beck and BeckGernsheim (2002) and Bauman (2001, 2007). In late modernity, it is
argued, status systems have become less fixed and identities can be no
longer be taken for granted but are perceived as biographical projects
constructed by individual agents (Giddens 1991). A significant
amount of the youth research in the Czech Republic either implicitly
or explicitly draws on Beck’s individualisation thesis, according to

Central and Eastern Europe and by Ule (2012) in her research on changing values
among young people in Slovenia.
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which the structural deterioration of traditional institutions liberates
people from conventional roles and constraints (class, gender and
family relationships) but at the same time engenders new forms of
dependency (Beck and Beck-Gernsheim, 2002). People become the
agents of their own identity making, but this is not the product of an
entirely free choice. It is an indispensable condition of social integration in late modernity. Identity making offers the freedom to choose
who to be, but this choice becomes increasingly reliant on a new
standardisation based on the individual’s dependency upon uncertain
labour and changeable consumer markets (see also Giddens 1991 and
Bauman 2001, 2007). In this sense, the process of individualisation is
paradoxical in its very nature. These contradictions have been identified in areas of Czech unemployment (Macháček 2004, Havlíková
2010), gender (Tomášek 2006), demographic behaviour and changing
values (Sak 2000, Sak and Saková 2003, 2004, Fialová 2005, Macek
2007). However, the cultural contexts in which young people conduct
their everyday lives in the Czech Republic remains rather neglected
in youth transitional studies (Pyšňáková and Miles 2010).
Šafr’s (2008) research on class and culture does not come from the
field of youth studies; however, as he focuses on consumer lifestyles,
including new patterns of consumption in contemporary Czech society, it is particularly useful for the purposes of this book. Using data
from marketing research, Šafr argues that there are in fact two quite
contradictory processes taking place in the post-transition period in
Czech society. On the one hand, there is clear evidence of class homology between vertical status and cultural preferences as proposed
by Bourdieu (1984). Šafr interprets this development as a manifestation of increasing economic inequalities in cultural practices. In other
words, Šafr argues that post-revolutionary Czech society is a classbased society. This means that in general, at least at the level of consumer practices and choices, it does not resemble a postmodern social
space where cultural hierarchies are weakened and the correlations
between lifestyle and social class have disappeared (Šafr 2008).
Despite this model appearing to dominate in the current development of Czech society, Šafr also points out the simultaneous
emergence of a trend towards the pluralisation and emancipation of
consumer taste and choices, along with cultural individualisation as
proposed by Giddens (1991) and Beck (Beck and Beck-Gernsheim
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2002). The point Šafr makes (and which appears to correspond with
research on youth transition in the Czech Republic) is that those who
demonstrate openness towards internalisation of individualised values are young people. Šafr attempts to demonstrate the emergence of
a process of individualisation among younger age cohorts (with higher education in particular)20 through the concept of cultural omnivorousness.21 According to the author, consumer lifestyles offer young
people a chance to embrace a broader palette of cultural consumption,
rather than a specific and narrow taste, because they posses what Bryson (1996) coins as “multicultural capital” (Šafr 2008: 160).
Consumer lifestyles thus provide young people with a form of cultural capital that increases their ability to better adapt to new trends
and opportunities in different social fields. The notion of young omnivores encourages us to think about young consumers not in terms
of passive conformists but in terms of relatively active agents who
use consumer lifestyles as a means, or a resource, as proposed by
Giddens (1984), to deal with and adapt to social change. In line with
Furlong and Cartmel (2007), I suggest that this notion does not mean
that consumer lifestyles eliminate social inequalities and differentiations but neither does it mean that consumer lifestyles cannot provide
young people with a means of social integration. Yet, despite many
of the key characteristics of late modernity identified by Beck (1992)
20
Šafr’s study focuses on consumer lifestyles, including new patterns of consumption, conspicuous consumption, the importance of brands as a symbol of
social status and the formation of symbolic cultural boundaries by differentiated
taste and consumption. His quantitative study mostly draws on data from longitudinal surveys. It is important to mention that Šafr’s study is a contribution
to sociology of stratification. Structural dimensions such as class, income, occupation and education play a vital role in his analysis. Thus, although his study
includes cohorts aged between 18 and 79, most of his data analysis focuses on the
economically active or retired population aged between 26 and 79.
21
The term omnivorousness refers to a high-status consumption pattern identified by U.S. researchers in the 1990s (Peterson and Simkus 1992; Peterson and
Kern 1996). Peterson conceptualizes the omnivore as a new form of cultural consumer who uses conspicuous diversity rather than exclusion to indicate his or her
high status. This status is gained for example by showing knowledge not only of
the fine arts but also a wide array of popular culture and activities (Rossman and
Peterson 2005). For further discussion on cultural omnivores and the meaning
of consumer lifestyles in the process of constituting their identity, see Bourdieu
(1984), Featherstone (2007) and Archer et al. (2007).
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Beck and Beck-Gernsheim (2002) and Giddens (1991), centred on
consumption and consumer lifestyles, young people’s experience
with consumption as a response to social transformation has not been
given sufficient sociological attention. In the context of current youth
research in the Czech Republic, which focuses on the processes of
individualisation, Šafr’s study highlights that consumer lifestyles
represent an area where these processes are clearly reflected and thus
should not be neglected.

YOUNG CONSUMERS IN THE CZECH
REPUBLIC
Although market researchers explore young consumers from a very
different perspective than that in academia, their work can nevertheless provide useful insights into world of today’s youth in the Czech
Republic. Data from marketing research studies Millennials – A study
of Millennials’ impact on shopping & media (OMD Czech 2011),22
The actual development of consumption behaviour of Czech kids
and teens 2008 (Jankovská 2008),23 Kids, TV and advertising 2010
(Millward Brown 2010),24 Awareness and participation of the youth
22
Millennials – A study of Millennials’ impact on shopping & media, conducted
by the media agency OMD Czech Republic, was a part of an international study
(OMD) that included 23 countries from the EMEA region, Latin America and
Canada. The research in the Czech Republic was based on a mixed methods approach. A quantitative survey (N=307) and blogging with 16 participants were
a part of an international comparison and a series of focus groups with 24 participants was conducted by OMD Czech in collaboration with the agency PHD
Czech in order to get a detailed insight into the meanings of consumption in the
lives of Czech teenage consumers. The aim of the entire research project was to
explore shopping habits, seeking for information and attitudes towards media,
advertising and brands among the ‘Czech millennials’ – young people aged between 15–29 years.
23
The marketing study, Kids, TV and Advertising 2010, compares data collected
in 2006 and 2008 through a quantitative survey (base of 1,000 children and young
people aged between 7–18 years) focused on the role and the meaning of new
media, Internet and advertising in these participants’ lives.
24
The study, The actual development of consumption behaviour of Czech kids
and teens 2008, conducted by the marketing agency Millward Brown, was based
on quantitative research among 1,000 respondents (50% male and 50% female),
aged between 7–18 years. The representative sample was chosen according to
country and city location size and included young people from different regions
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(IPSOS Tambor for NIDM 2009)25 and Fashion Market 2007 (Incoma
Research and GfK Prague 2007)26 demonstrate that consumption and
consumer lifestyles provide an important means through which Czech
young people define themselves.
• “I want to be free to buy anything I want” is the third most frequent wish among Czech teenagers (59 percent of respondents
aged between 11–18 years). The most important is their “Feeling
of safety”, and “I want to do things my way” came in second. The
significance of feeling safe decreases with age and it is substituted
by the need “To do things my way”.
• Autonomy is directly proportional to age. From 15 years of age,
young people’s autonomy is almost complete. They decide for
themselves about most of the things related to them; parents only
influence their bedtime (teenagers between 11–14 years), school
canteen attendance and the amount of pocket money they receive.
Despite parents controlling the amount of money spent on consumption, they are less able to influence young people’s choices
and taste. It is young people themselves who make a choice as
regards what kind of brands, style and clothes they buy, the music
they listen to or hairstyle they choose.
• Financial autonomy is also growing. Almost half of all children in
the 2008 sample receive regular pocket money. Average monthly
pocket money in 2008 was 733 Czech crowns.
• In 2010, 34 percent of teenagers aged between 15–18 years made
purchases via the Internet, and 24 percent of these online shoppers
possessed a credit card.
in the Czech Republic. The same study was repeated in 2010/2011. The first results have been already published in Marketing and Media Journal (2011).
25
The research conducted by IPSOS Tambor is a part of the project ‘Keys for
Life’ (National Institute of Children and Youth). This project is concerned with
system support of leisure time activities of children and youth in the sphere of
non-formal education. A sample of 1,061 young people aged between 15–26
years has participated in this quantitative study, which mapped respondents’
awareness and participation in social and political processes in the Czech Republic. The focus was also on young people’s use of new media, the Internet and
social networks such as Facebook.
26
The results from the study Fashion Market 2007, conducted by marketing
agencies Incoma Research and GfK Prague, are based upon quantitative research
among 1,000 respondents aged between 15–60 years.
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• Young people aged between 15–30 years spend twice as much of

• They feel entitled and have a need to be taken seriously. As they

their income on fashion attire than any of the other age groups.
The majority of the trendsetters can be found among university
students and young professionals.
• Seventy-five percent of Czech children and teenagers (aged between 7–18 years) are brand-conscious and very particular about
their appearance. Young people aged between 15–20 years buy
fashion items more than once a month on a regular basis.
• The most popular youth lifestyles among teenagers are associated
with snowboarders, skaters, hip-hoppers and ‘cool kids’. But only
a minority of teenagers (15 percent and less of the respondents) in
fact identify or feel as if they belong to these youth ‘subcultural’
groups.
• The popularity of the Internet and social networks among children
and teenagers is increasing rapidly. Facebook is the most popular
social network among contemporary Czech youth. In 2010, the
amount of registered teenage Facebook users increased by 58 percent.
• Facebook and other social media serve as a space for reverberating young people’s thoughts, experiences and opinions (including
their experiences with brands and services). It has become a platform where the voices of young people can be heard and where
they exercise their power as consumers.
• Only 10 percent of teenagers aged between 15–18 years consider
television to be the most important medium. On the contrary, the
importance of cell phones, smart phones and the Internet has rapidly increased among teenagers.
• Despite the high immersion into digital media by Millennials, television is the most prevalent source for how they first learn about
products or services. Yet 44 percent of Millennials believe that
friends have an influence over their purchases and 37 percent of
them believe their parents do.
• Young consumers appear to be much less compulsive regarding
their shopping habits than the conventional wisdom may suggest.
They appear to be calculating and informed shoppers who conduct
a great deal of research. They equip themselves with information
before making purchases and spend a lot of effort researching and
deal-hunting.

have grown up in a world of convenience, they are likely to reject
any part of the shopping process that turns them off.
The above findings provide an invaluable background for further discussion on young people’s autonomy, freedoms, choices
and constraints related to the notion of risk, decision-making, social
inequality and the emergence of new cultural identities based upon
the experience of living in a consumer culture. France (2007) argues
that consumption invades all aspects of everyday life, and as such,
it appears to be a major force that socialises contemporary children
and young people. As Kjeldgaard and Askegaard (2006) point out,
“[I]n late modern consumer society, youth culture is as much about
learning to consume as it is about learning to labor” (Kjeldgaard and
Askegaard 2006: 233). The findings above indicate that this notion
makes sense not only in relation to young consumers in Denmark, but
also for those in the Czech Republic. And for this reason, research
on the impact of consumer culture upon the lives of young people in
the Czech Republic should not be underestimated. What cannot be
ignored is how young people’s interest in consumption has been interpreted in current sociological research. What follows is a discussion
of the dominant discourses in youth research in the Czech Republic
related to the notion of lifestyle, consumption and leisure.

KEY DISCOURSES ON CONSUMER
LIFESTYLES IN YOUTH RESEARCH IN
THE CZECH REPUBLIC
Much of youth research in the 1990s was centred on the generational
debate (Kabátek 1991, Alan 1990) and the term ‘generation’ remains
in vogue. What defines most conceptions of ‘young consumers’
based upon the notion of generation is the dread that their increasing
interest in consumption will potentially cause their moral corruption.
Such a possibility has been mentioned in Potůček’s (et.al. 2002) collection of scenarios on the future development of the Czech society.
In a chapter devoted to the generational question, Potůček proposes
a scenario according to which the increasing value orientation towards materialism and hedonism on the part of young people born
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after 1975 might lead to the formation of a “generation according to
the rules of money” (Potůček 2002: 224). The comment made by Sak
and Saková (2004) further illustrates this anxiety:

including the impacts on values of the young generation and an
insufficient supply of attractive leisure activities. (NIDM MŠMT
2000: 38)

This generation of youth more than any other previous generation
passes through many crossroads. It makes a choice between drugs
and normal life. (…) It decides between hedonism and parenthood, between an authentic life and the consumer life of mass
society (Sak and Saková 2004:7–8).

What characterises the above discourse is a tendency to treat
young people as troubled victims of economic and social structures,
one that fails to consider the possibility that consumer lifestyles might
provide young people with the means of dealing with these constraints (Miles 2000). In other words, young people’s active engagement with consumption is interpreted as both a cause and a source
of their pathological behaviour (Mühlpachr 2006, Vanžurová 2006).
Such framing evokes concerns about young people and fuels the need
to protect them from the negative impact of consumerism. To this end,
one of the tactics is the invention and further development of various
programs which would systematically help and educate young people
about how to use their leisure time effectively, as the proverb “Idle
hands are the devil’s workshop” (kdo něco dělá – nezlobí) (NIDM
MŠMT 2000: 28) used in this report appears to suggest. Educating
young people about how to deal with their leisure time properly has
become one of the main objectives of the Government Youth Policy
for the period 2007 – 2013:

At first glance, especially considering the above marketing research
highlights, such fears could be seen as reasonable and justifiable.
Even Potůček’s (et al. 2002) prediction can be perceived as a rapidly
self-fulfilling prophecy. While I do not attempt to discredit such fears
without caution, I must also argue that many of these worries have
limited evidence to support them. What I mean is that contemporary
youth research in the Czech Republic is limited by a reluctance to go
beyond the melodramatic frames which currently predominate in contemporary sociological research on youth consumption. The focus on
the moral decline of young people (Conception 2007) is particularly
associated with research institutes and agencies such as INSOMA and
NIDM, who cooperate with the government on youth policy. An example is the comparative survey, Youth in Czech Republic at the turn
of the third millennium (NIDM MŠMT 2000), which maps the main
tendencies in the development of young generation. Data taken from
government administration and research carried out mainly by IDM
(Children and Youth Institute of the Ministry of Education, Youth
and Sport) cover various themes, including legal arrangements concerning young people, the education system, housing and the labour
market. Of the particular interest is the interpretation of the impact of
consumer culture on young people’s values and the notion of social
pathological phenomena:
The causes of the current situation should be sought in a social environment where a loss of barriers typical of totalitarian regimes
is more likely to promote aggression and consumer lifestyle rather
than the creation of co-oriented and quality relationships. The
influence of an aggressive consumer culture is also significant,

Current society should aim to educate children and young people so that they can become individuals marked, above all, by
conscientiousness, integrity, self-control, mental stability and
perseverance, curiosity, motivation and the desire to learn, tolerance, decency and a capacity to develop friendly relationships and
help others. Young people should get to know their own selves
as living creatures. (…) This policy should help them on their
way. (State Youth Policy Conception for the Years 2007 – 2013,
2007: 11)

However, such an attitude appears to be drawn from an underlying interconnectivity of discourse of youth-at-risk with a discourse of
development, in which youth is constructed as a period of instability
which needs guidance and should be controlled. Drawing upon such
an approach in which leisure time is perceived as a space in which
patterns of consumption (alcohol, drugs and cigarettes, [new] media,
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etc.) are located for most of the young people, their use of leisure time
is often discursively constructed as a problem which must be solved
through institutionalised pedagogical, sociological and psychological intervention (Griffin 1993). In many respects, the situation in the
Czech Republic resembles British and American youth research in the
1980s. Griffin (1993) points out that during that time the main concern
of discourse on youth development was to find ways to educate young
people about how to use their free time in appropriate and socially
acceptable ways. In other words, young people’s capacity to exercise
‘choice’ of lifestyles, products and leisure activities in a ‘responsible’
manner was interpreted and simultaneously constructed as a sign of
their social and psychological maturity. It also appears that a vital part
of this discourse includes an implicit assumption that unless young
people learn how to manage their free time properly, they are at risk
of becoming vulnerable dupes, manipulated by mass consumer culture. As I have demonstrated in Chapter One, such representations are
explicitly linked to the notion of mainstream youth (Conception 2007:
5). Although in this context, mainstream youth represents a point of
reference for what is considered to be ‘normal’ youth, or the majority,
the notion of normality is rarely connected to agency, but for the most
part is interpreted in terms of passivity, conformity and manipulation, especially when it comes to the issue of consumption and media
influence.

QUESTIONING THE VICTIM/DUPE
MODEL
Research studies conducted by the marketing agency IPSOS Tambor
for National Institute of Children and Youth (2009) or by the media
agency OMD Czech (2011) provide evidence that young people are
active consumers of either traditional or new media. About 88 percent of young people aged between 15 – 26 years watch television
on a regular basis and 75 percent regularly use the Internet (IPSOS
Tambor for NIDM 2009). On the surface, it could be argued that these
data justify the argument that media and marketing industries have
powerful influences upon young people, an assertion that appears
ever more relevant in the context of online marketing. For example,
Willett (2008) points out that online advertising is a booming market,
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and compared with television, it appears to be extremely effective in
terms of its impacts. According to Willett:
The interactive nature of many forms of online advertising assures
marketers that children are engaging with a promotion, or at least
more so than TV audiences who may not even be in the room
when an ad is shown. (…) [A]dvertisers are seeing the Internet as
the best place to develop brand loyalty and regard online ads as an
important part of “cradle to grave” marketing. (Willett 2008: 53)

In short, young people (and young people in the Czech Republic
are no exception) are interacting in an increasingly sophisticated yet
commodified online space and they are undoubtedly increasingly
being targeted by marketers. However, a recent interview in Marketing and Media Journal (2011) with Zuzana Jankovská, who is acknowledged as one of the experts on young consumers in the Czech
marketing industry, admits that young consumers are anything but an
easy target. On the contrary, they represent a real challenge, and in
fact, young consumers’ behaviour causes advertisers and marketers
to rethink the nature of traditional marketing strategies. Jankovská
explains this situation:
Today, Facebook represents one of the most powerful communication channels, especially for kids. If the brand wants to be
influential in online social networking spaces, it must behave
like a friend. Less formally. No hard sell. Classic banner ads are
not working here anymore. Priority number one is to offer what
(young) Facebook consumers/users are looking for, [and] this
means entertainment, information, sharing of feelings, satisfaction of their need to be respected, being in control and having
influence. (MaM.IHNED.CZ 31. 1. 2011)

The above quotation casts at least some doubt upon the victim/
dupe model, which positions young people as passive consumers
whilst ignoring the complexity of their relationship with consumer
culture. Such concerns have been already discussed in the numerous
studies of young consumers in Britain showing that young people are
not cultural dupes but active, sophisticated, critical and ambivalent
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consumers of advertising, media and leisure industries (Nava 1992,
O’Donohoe 1997, MacRury 2008). As Nava and Nava argue, “They
do watch the ads. But they do not necessarily buy” (Nava and Nava
1992: 180). This argument has been echoed in MacRury’s (2008)
work, in which he proposes a perspective which frames advertising
as the official art of contemporary culture. Discussing the creative
element of the audience, MacRury (2008) finds Nava’s research on
young people’s appealing, especially her argument that young people’s engagement with advertising does not have to be passive, but
might be understood as a sort of literacy, which “might constitute
a kind of ‘cultural capital’ – a developmental recourse of creative
capacity” (MacRury 2008: 248). Along the same line, Willis’ study of
mainstream culture shows that young people ‘don’t just buy passively
or uncritically’ (Willis 1990:85). His concept of symbolic and creative work at play in the everyday activities of ordinary young people,
who are quite capable of assessing critically what consumer offers
to them, is reflected in Willett’s (2008) research on teenage girls
online activities. Willett takes a step further and uses the concept of
a ‘prosumer’ in arguing that the power of today’s young consumers is
not only about their ability to give new meanings to the commodities
they consume. Focusing on teenage girls engagement with new digital media, she argues that young people “have a chance to be powerful and to express their creativity as media producers” (Willett 2008:
50). In her view, “young people are doing important identity work
– finding like-minded peers, exploring issues around gender, race,
and sexuality; and defining themselves as experts within particular
communities” (Willett 2008: 50).
In this regard, online social networks are not only about networking. On Facebook, empowerment lies not only in the fact that one can
choose exactly how one wants to present oneself and can alter that
presentation accordingly. Ritzer and Jurgenson (2010) suggest that
Facebook is also an effective social tool in building and maintaining contact with others, but much more importantly, it satisfies the
need for recognition, freedom, and agency (although there are also
some related risks, for example, invasion of personal privacy and
data misuse). However, Facebook and other social websites can be
understood as a platform where young people more or less publicly
share their opinions, post their experiences with or reviews of places,
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films, movies, shops, and brands and other products and services. It
is a place where they put critical and ‘killer’ comments, give ‘likes’,
and may or may not recommend various products to their peers. Perhaps more importantly for the purposes of this book, it provides an
effective means of giving young people a feeling of self-esteem and
self-confidence due to the fact that they are recognised as experts on
consumer culture (sometimes by authorities in this area such as marketing and brand agencies).
The pictures below were taken shortly after I completed the second phase of my research project based on a series of focus groups
with young consumers in the city of Brno (see Chapter Four). The
young people in the photographs were not involved in my research
project. However, I decided to include this documentation to visually demonstrate the creative element within contemporary youth
consumer culture. These photos were taken during the Creamfields
music festival in Břeclav in 2008. The event was sponsored by many
brands, including global brands such as Adidas. At this festival, Adidas sponsored the campaign ‘Show your originality’. The purpose
of the campaign was not only to let young people compete between
themselves but also to engage them with the process of production
through designing their own personalised Adidas shoe. One could
argue that behind the campaign was nothing more than a marketing
strategy aimed at building young people’s loyalty to the brand, or
even worse, using their ideas for profit. Of course, these young people represent a target for the marketers. I do not attempt to discredit
such possibilities; however, my suggestion is that the pictures from
Břeclav capture more than simply evidence of young people’s exploitation by commercial industries. The act of co-creation is not only
about building a relationship between brands and their consumers. It
is also about the creating bonds between young people through their
shared feelings and experiences. It is about the reflexive construction
of self-identity as well as about broadening the meaning of what it
means to be a consumer. It is about the dualism of creating something
unique and individualistic, yet having something in common. It is
about the moment of authenticity, experienced through the act of
creativity at work (Willis 1990). This example stands in contrast with
common representations of young consumers in the media.
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Figure 1: Young ‘prosumers’ in Břeclav, Czech Republic (Creamfields music
festival, Summer 2008).

Hrozek’s (2006) study on the media representation/construction
of youth and of the generational conflict in the Czech Republic is
instructive. Hrozek points out that the ways in which young people
spend their free time, their cultural tastes, the styles they develop and
the visible differences between them and the previous generations
frequently make media headlines. He also asserts that while positive
media portrayals of the post-revolutionary young Czech generation
relate primarily to youth as a symbol of society and hope for the
future, negative representations of youth are related to consumerism. With regard to youth consumer lifestyles, young people tend
to be sketched as consuming conformists, characterised by their
indifference to public events and an overall passivity, rather than as
protesting rebels (Hrozek 2006). This is nothing new. Besides, media
representation of young consumers does not necessarily always have
to be negative. What appears to be problematic about media representation of ‘mainstream’ youth in the Czech Republic is that media
often tend to simplify the complexity of young people’s relationship
with consumer culture. Such simplification often goes hand-in-hand
with the construction of stereotypes about what consumption means
to young people.

Figure 2: Scanned page (news article). Barbies, emo and hoppers. Our Kids, LN,
March 17, 2008, page 2.

The above article published in the daily press Lidové Noviny describes a day at an ordinary school attended by ordinary youth. The
story is built around the assumption that what characterises these
teenagers is a relatively passive acceptance of what contemporary
consumer culture offers them, along with group conformity. Standing
out, in terms of adopting a distinctive style in dress, was equated with
not being popular and with the risk of group exclusion. Only a few of
the teenagers in the class had a distinctive style. These young people
have been identified in terms of ‘Barbies’, ‘emo’ and ‘hip hoppers’.
Yet despite the fact that the majority of the teenagers at this school
were ‘ordinary’, it is the spectacular minority that has been chosen
in this article to represent contemporary youth. The above article is
an example of not only the common taken-for-granted assumptions
about young people’s relationships with consumption, but also about
a stereotyped media representation of young consumers that is centred on the notion of passive conformism.
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In terms of consumer lifestyles, there is high anxiety because
every (consumer) choice seems to implicate the self, as everything
that an individual chooses to eat, to dress, to read or to buy, expresses
who he or she is. In this concept, people are involved in new types
of personal risks, as they might possibly make wrong choices (Warde
1994b, Beck 1992, Slater 1997). As such, what constitutes normality in late modernity is the reflexive project of the self (Slater 1997).
In this context, consumer lifestyles appear to represent more than
a form of escapism or hedonism as some youth research proposes.
Such a conceptualisation of consumer lifestyles appears to be underresearched in Czech youth studies. It is precisely in this blurred area
that I am seeking to explore the relationships between the structures
of consumerism and the agency of young consumers.

CONCLUSION
This chapter has questioned the tendency on the part of Czech sociology to write off the whole of Czech youth as a conformist consumer
generation. What is missing is an understanding of what consumption actually means to young people. Indeed, the above interpretations and representations of young people represent a normative
misunderstanding of their relationship with consumption. Many of
the assumptions about a materialistic, hedonistic, passive and consumer-oriented young Czech generation are not based on researching
young people’s experience with consumption but are derived from
research concerned with young people’s changing value-orientations,
declining political participation or problematic transitions from education to an unstable labour market (Sak 2000, Potůček 2002, Sak
and Saková 2004). Sociological studies on young consumers are rare,
and in those that exist, the notion of consumption is limited to risky
behaviour such as binge drinking, drug abuse or smoking (Vanžurová
2006, Truhlářová and Smutek et al. 2006, Conception 2007, Šťastná
and Šucha 2010, Kalman et al. 2011 ) or leisure activities (Factum
Invenio for National Institute of Children and Youth 2008). Others
are concerned with youth subcultural formations and interpreted
via theories of (post)subcultural style and identity (Houdková 2008,
Smolík 2010).
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What is largely missing is a focus on reflexivity and the active
ways in which young people in the post-revolutionary Czech Republic themselves negotiate the political, economic, cultural and social
changes taking place in different spheres of their lives. To paraphrase
Anthony Giddens (1984), youth research in the Czech Republic appears to be strong in researching the impact of social structures, but
it is weak in researching how young people actively deal with these
pressures. Much of the current debate on the post-revolutionary
young generation is based on interpretations driven from large-scale,
longitudinal comparisons and surveys. There is nothing wrong with
quantitative research. What is problematic is the attempt to fit young
people into a ‘big picture’ (Wyn and White 1997) where their voices
are silenced (Griffin 1993). Statistical data are often interpreted as
proof of young people’s declining values and increasing sheep-like
behaviour. Griffin (1993) calls for self-reflexivity in youth research,
arguing that sociologists do not only reflect young people’s experiences, but also, through their interpretations, actively construct and
reproduce ‘common sense’ about youth. In this context, the consequence of talking about instead of talking to young people appears
to lead to misinterpretation and pathologisation. The suggestion here
is that an empirically informed understanding of ordinary young
people’s relationship to consumption might provide material for
understanding the social and cultural implications on their everyday
experience of the post-socialist transition. In the following chapter,
I will discuss the research methods I applied in order to get an understanding of what consumption means to young people. I believe my
methodological decisions will help in making the shift from a limited
perception on mainstream youth to an empirically informed analytical
understanding.
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CHAPTER FOUR
UNDERSTANDING YOUNG PEOPLE’S
CONSUMPTION
The previous chapters have outlined several key problems in the notions of ‘mainstream’ youth in existing sociological literature. I have
argued that the focus on ‘disadvantaged’, ‘marginalised’, ‘problematic’ and ‘spectacular’ youth groups has led not only to the neglect
of the experiences of ‘ordinary’ or ‘mainstream’ youth who cannot
be easily pigeonholed into the above categories, but also to a narrow
and taken for granted understanding of the concept of ‘mainstream’
youth. In Chapter Three, I called into question the current academic
debate in the Czech Republic that tends to frame the post-revolutionary young generation either as ‘youth-at-risk’ or as ‘youth-as-risk’.
In this context, mainstream youth has been constructed as a synonym
for vulnerable victims or a generation of egocentric and materialistic
individuals at risk of being unable to negotiate the structural pressures
and processes of increasing individualisation. These constructions are
problematic and need to be rethought also in terms of methodological
approach. It is to this issue that I shall now turn.

FRAMING THE RESEARCH
QUESTION
The concept of ‘mainstream’ youth that I have used to frame young
people as active and reflexive members of a dominant society
emerged and was gradually developed over the course of my qualitative research on young people’s relationships to consumption. The
research was conducted in the city of Brno in the Czech Republic
from 2006 to 2008 with a total of 95 young people, 59 women and
36 men, aged between 15–27 years. The research followed an interpretive approach and utilised various qualitative research methods,
including the textual analysis of a collection of essays written by participants, focus groups and semi-structured interviews. The initial aim
of the research was to build an understanding of how young people
deal with social and cultural exclusion and inclusion in the context of
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consumption. I paid special attention to the meanings young people
attached to brands. My primary interest was to explore the extent to
which young people perceived brands as a visible symbol of social
and cultural status and whether they themselves actively use brands
as a strategic means of social and cultural distinction.
However, the decision to focus on the meanings and values these
young people invested into what they did or did not consume, as well
as on the cultural and structural dimensions of the research, very soon
reflected the need to rearticulate my research question. I thus come to
focus on how an exploration of young people’s relationship to consumption might help me to understand what it means to belong to the
mainstream in the context of broader social and cultural change in the
post-revolutionary Czech Republic. The subsequent sections provide
insight into my research design, research methods and data collection
strategies.

AN INTERPRETIVE APPROACH
The concept of interpretive understanding (Verstehen) was originally
introduced by Max Weber (1949), who argued that sociology needed
to develop a systematic interpretive process in which outside observers of a culture (researchers) relate to groups or individuals under
scrutiny on their own terms and from their own point-of-view, rather
than interpreting them in terms of a researcher’s own culture. The
Verstehen perspective therefore allows a kind of participatory understanding of social phenomena (Churton 2000). The ontology of interpretivism is that the social world is constructed through the shared
meanings of actors. The epistemological foundation for knowing
such a world is that the researcher is a part of this world of meanings
and actions, and therefore has access to it through interpretation and
understanding (Silverman 1993, Denzin and Lincoln 1998). My epistemological position is also influenced by a constructivist grounded
theory approach to data collection and its analysis, which I adopted
early on in my research project. This constructivist position questions
the grounded theorist’s traditional role of an objective observer (Mills
et al. 2006) and emphasises the co-construction of meanings between
researchers and participants. This position allows me reflect upon my
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own underlying assumptions and my intellectual background, and
it increases my sensitivity to listen carefully and to analyse participants’ ‘voices’ as openly as possible (Charmaz 2005, 2006; Mills et
al. 2006). This approach helps me to explore and better understand the
subjective meanings and interpretations of lived experiences related
to the consumption of young people involved in the research project
(Huberman and Miles 2002).
What I find particularly significant for the purposes of this research project is that according to authors such as Weber (1949)
and Giddens (1984), an interpretive approach can be understood as
a bridge between a micro-level sociology of everydayness concerned
with individual motives, agency and values and the causal analysis
of macro-structural influences (social change) upon an individual’s
action and values (Churton 2000).29 Giddens’ structuration approach
(1984) is a form of interpretivism, one that looks at micro as well as
macro patterns of action, the latter of which interpretivism is often
less adept at addressing. The main idea is that there are no absolutely
external structures. Rather, there are constraints on individuals that
are best understood as the result of taken for granted patterns of action and belief through which people co-construct routines that then
appear external to them. Such constraints are external to each individual only insofar as each individual is confronted by the pattern
established by all the individuals who take it for granted that social
life is external to them as well. Giddens’ approach allows attention to
actions and patterns of action that have the qualities of structure (even
if they are not properly external to actors).
In the context of my own research, I use an interpretive/
structuration approach as a bridging perspective that allows me to
develop a fuller insight into the meanings young people attach to
their consumer practices. Furthermore, I am able to place these sub29
This understanding of sociology has been adopted by some youth researchers
in their attempts to bridge the gap between the structural and cultural approach
in youth studies. For example, Gayle (1998) has sketched out the benefits from
drawing on Giddens’ structuration theory in youth research. Giddens’ (1984) and
Bourdieu’s (1984) ideas of bridging micro- and macro-level sociology are reflected in Miles’ (2000) attempt to interconnect the structural and cultural approach
in youth studies via researching youth lifestyles. Hollands (2002) also proposes
a bridging perspective in his qualitative study of the nightclub economy.
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jective meanings within the broader cultural and structural context
within they are framed and shaped. This is not to say that a positivist
approach is wholly inadequate in its attempts to provide an explanation of young people’s relationship to social change. Rather, it offers
an alternative perspective for capturing trends and enabling us to see
social change in a broader picture. However, it is insufficient in providing a deep insight as to how this change is perceived, experienced,
understood and interpreted by the individuals themselves. My choice
of an interpretive approach is an attempt to provide this insight.
I want to emphasise that my use of an interpretive approach is not in
opposition to a positivist approach; it is a complement to the current
orthodoxy in the Czech sociology of youth. Longitudinal surveys and
quantitative data from marketing research indeed indicate a shift in
young people’s values and an inclination to more consumer-oriented
lifestyles. But is it adequate to interpret this change in terms of hedonism, an absence of social vision and young people’s moral corruption?
What does consumption really mean to them? This is what I set out
to explore.

EXPLORATORY RESEARCH DESIGN
When I started my research, there was an acute deficiency of empirical studies in Czech sociology exploring young people’s relationship
to consumption and researching the phenomenon of consumerism in
a broader context of social, political and cultural change after 1989.
This gap was one of the reasons I chose an exploratory research design
primarily concerned with discovery and with generating or building
theory (Jupp 2006, Stebbins 2001). The strongest case for the use of
grounded theory is in the investigation of “relatively uncharted water,
or to gain a fresh perspective in a familiar situation” (Stern 1995: 30).
Stebbins coins the concept of “concatenated exploration” (Stebbins
2001: 12) to highlight how exploration refers to the overall approach
to data collection, not only at the beginning but also throughout the
research. Exploratory research is not predefined but open. The choice
of research methods is pragmatic and flexible. Exploratory research
is concerned with the development of theory from data in a process
of continuous discovery (Jupp 2006). During my research, I followed
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the principles of a constructivist grounded theory method, including
the strategies used by grounded theorists in general, such as theoretical sampling and systematic coding, in order to get a conceptual
density of emerging themes (Charmaz 2005, 2006). Table 1 provides
a simplified picture of the research design. It illustrates the three
phases of the research project. What this schema does not capture is
the dynamic nature of the relations between each of three phases. The
research process was not linear but rather iterative in terms of data
collection, analysis and coding, systematic development of concepts,
reading relevant literature, finding gaps in the literature, collecting
new data and comparing them with those from the previous stage,
writing memos, exploring ‘in vivo’ codes30, linking codes together
and saturating emerging concepts. I engaged in various research
methods, such as the collection of exploratory essays (from 35 young
people), six focus groups (with 54 young people) and semi-structured
interviews in two small groups (with 6 young people).
Table 1: Research design31
PHAS
E
1.

SAMPLE

METHOD

AIMS

35 young
people (20–
24 years)

Collection of
exploratory
essays

Exploring the meaning of consumption.
‘Exploratory’ essays:
‘When and where did I feel excluded or
included based on my image?’
‘What does the expression “cool” mean in
contemporary society?’
Emergence of the first themes and concepts.

2.

54 young
people (15–
27 years)

6 focus groups

Further exploration of young people’s relationships with consumption. Discussions on
young people’s experiences with exclusion
and inclusion based on their consumer
choices. Exploring the meaning of brands.
Emergence of new themes, saturation of
old concepts, discovering paradoxes.

3.

6 young
people (19–
21 years)

2 semi-structured interviews
in small groups

Further exploration. Exploring the meaning
of consumption in the context of young
people’s lifestyles.

30
In vivo codes refer to words and phrases used by the participants themselves
to describe the phenomenon (Barbour 2007).
31
The research design of the focus groups and the small group exploratory interviews differed according to group size (8–12 participants in the focus groups
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Following a constructivist approach to grounded theory (Charmaz
2000), I was not only looking for a multiplicity of meanings, but also
what young people mean by what they say about “temporal, cultural,
and structural contexts” (Charmaz 2000: 524). In other words, I started
to be sensitive to emerging paradoxes in my data. My concern was to
go beyond what appeared on the surface. I was intentionally looking
for and questioning implicit meanings about values and beliefs in the
data which would help me to understand and further develop emerging
concepts and their interrelationships within much broader structural
and cultural contexts. What helped me in this regard was the use of
an analytical tool called the conditional/consequential matrix. Strauss
and Corbin (1998) have described this as “an analytic device to help
the analyst keep track of the interplay of conditions/consequences and
subsequent actions/interactions and to trace their paths of connectivity” (Strauss and Corbin 1998: 199). Using the matrix, I was able to
locate the meanings that appeared repeatedly in the data and then to
trace the linkages through the micro and macro conditions that might
influence them. The matrix itself is a diagrammatic representation of
set of ideas; the main concepts are described by Corbin and Strauss
(Strauss and Corbin 1998: 183–189) as follows:
1. Conditions/consequences do not stand alone.
2. The distinction between micro and macro is an artificial one.
This means that micro aspects are connected to macro aspects,
and when appropriate, the analyst should trace the relationships
between these.
3. The full range of possible interrelationships between micro/macro
conditions is not always visible to individual research participants
(the question of an individual perspective).
4. Conditions and consequences usually exists in clusters and can
and 2 and 4 participants in the interview groups) and the open-endedness of the
questions. The questions in the focus groups were more structured and targeted
and I was interested in a plurality of opinions. The interview schedule in the small
groups embodied more of a narrative design and interviewees had more freedom
to bring up issues by themselves. The groups were also structured differently.
Young people participating in the focus group discussions did not know each
other personally, as my aim was to explore the group dynamics and different
perspectives on a given topic. In contrast, the young people interviewed in small
groups were close friends, and I was interested more in their shared stories and
experiences with consumption.
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associate or covariate in many different ways, both to each other
and to the related inter/action.
5. Action/interaction and emotional responses to events are not
confined to individuals and this means that we can trace similar
patterns, for example, in groups, or in the whole society.
Using the above analytical device, I was able to put the emerging
concepts within my data into a matrix in such a way that their broader
context became apparent. I want to emphasise again that the entire
research project was iterative in nature. This means that while some
concepts were more developed, others started emerging. Thus, the
choice of methods, participants and data analysis was a simultaneous
process very much led by a need to explore the issues that emerged
from the data. The overall research design was open-ended, and the
choice of methods as well as the choice of participants was directed
by the need to explore the issues that emerged from the data and were
relevant to my research questions. As I am aware that my description
of the above process is at this point rather abstract, I will talk about it
in detail later in this chapter.

THE
SAMPLE
The exploratory design of my research helped me to better investigate young people’s subjective meanings and to build theoretical
frameworks derived directly from these meanings. In this regard, an
exploratory research design also influenced my strategies and criteria
for selecting the project’s participants. The method by which cases are
selected for analysis in grounded theory is referred to as theoretical
sampling. That means that the choice of samples (not only people, but
also literature, articles or statistical data) is guided by emerging concepts and themes. As these theoretical constructs gradually evolve,
precise information is sought to refine emerging ideas. The very first
sampling decisions are based on a general sociological perspective
and a general problem, but once data are collected and coding begins,
the researcher is led in “all directions which seem relevant and work”
(Glaser 1978: 46). In practice, this gives a researcher immense flexibility of choice in how and what data to collect. However, data collection is not random but is guided by the need to secure conceptual
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density within emerging, but yet incomplete ideas (Charmaz 2006).
Glaser (1978) points out that theoretical sampling occurs when ”the
analyst jointly collects, codes, and analyzes his data and decides what
data to collect next and where to find them, in order to develop his
theory as it emerges” (Glaser 1978: 36).
As I have indicated, the initial aim of the research was to build
an understanding of the meaning of consumer lifestyles in young
people’s lives. Special attention was paid to the meanings of brands.
I was looking for young people who were active consumers and were
interested in a discussion concerned with consumerism and brands.
I was primarily interested in ordinary youth. It can be argued that it is
impossible to define what it means to be ordinary in an increasingly
de-traditionalised and individualised late-modern society, where traditional structures appear to lose their significance and youth culture
itself is characterised by a plurality of lifestyle choices. For the purposes of my project, I framed ‘ordinary’ (or as I prefer, ‘mainstream’)
youth as those young people who were generally missing in Czech
youth studies and who were at the same time in these studies labelled
as the mainstream. I was searching purposely for participants who did
not declare a strong affiliation to any specific youth subculture and
could not be described as particularly economically disadvantaged.
One of the criteria of my theoretical sampling was that these young
people perceived themselves as ordinary and were also recognised
as such by their peers. However, as I realised during the discussions
and interviews, their interpretation of normality did not appear to be
in contradiction with a variety in their consumer lifestyles in terms
of fashion, music, places and leisure activities etc., nor did it mean
that they did not have to deal with financial insecurity. Many of them
went out clubbing, skated and visited a variety of alternative music
festivals. At the same time enjoyed shopping at the mall. But all such
circumstances appeared to be a ‘normal’ part of their lives.
In total, 95 young people were involved in the project. I invited
them to participate using a range of recruitment methods, which
included advertising my research in two high schools, two grade
schools (to attract teenagers) and two universities. To explain these
choices: my interest was not primarily in students, but as regards
older participants, the university provided a good starting point to get
the initial sample and to provide a snowball technique. Young people
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who were interested in the project and contacted me via email were
asked to share about the project with their peers who fit its criteria
(being a student was not among the criteria). The minimum age was
set at 15 years in line with ethical requirements of SIMAR32 (the ethical codex used in the Czech Republic in youth research) for young
people to be able to consent autonomously to research participation.33
The maximum age of my participants was 27 years old. In my research, I understood the concept of youth as related to age, but I did
not have a strictly predefined upper age limit.34
Young people participating in the research project came from
a variety of socioeconomic backgrounds, (based on my analysis
of questionnaire responses, they were from working class, lowermiddle-class, middle-class and upper-middle-class families). The
questionnaire traced their class background according to subjective
criteria (self-class-positioning). I used a question ‘With which social class do you identify?’ Most of them identified with the middle
class,35 and they located themselves somewhere in between, neither
rich nor poor. Objective criteria based on family income, education,
and/or occupation would probably have revealed more diverse socio32

http://simar.cz/standardy/kvalitativni-standardy/dotazovani-deti-a-mladeze.html.
The second reason for setting the minimum age at 15 years was pragmatic.
Although there is no common international definition strictly categorising youth
and children, I followed the ESOMAR guide that defines youth as people older
than 14 years. Conducting research with teenagers younger than 15 years means
that parents have the right to be present during the research if they wished so.
This could be counterproductive, especially during the focus groups, as one of
the themes I intended to discuss was how young people perceive their parents’
consumer choices and practices. The presence of parents might prevent young
people from speaking freely and openly. Interviewing young people above 14
years of age therefore eliminated this potential problem. This practical decision
had, however, its negative dimensions. I am aware that I deliberately excluded
younger participants who could be possibly a very rich source of information.
34
Youth as a group defined by age appears to be a problematic issue discussed
by some youth researchers in the Czech Republic. While the youth policy defines
youth as people aged between 15 – 26 years, Ondrejkovič (2007) draws attention
to the notion of pluralisation and diversification of youth transitions.
35
This is common in sociological research. As Čermáková (1997) points out,
most people tend to position themselves in the middle and identify themselves
with the middle class. As such, subjective class positioning is a valid research
method in sociological studies as it provides data about how social actors perceive the world around them.
33
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economic backgrounds among the participants. Thus, I am not equating mainstream youth with middle-class youth as it could lead to an
oversimplification. However, their self-positioning in the middle (not
only in terms of class) revealed their overall tendency to experience
and understand their ordinariness and normalcy also in terms of balancing between two extreme attitudes towards consumption, such as
passive following of the trends and anti-consumerism. Understanding
this sense of balance became one of the key features of my research
interest.
My sample consisted of metropolitan young people who were
studying or working, or studying and had part-time jobs. All of
them were active consumers. The majority of the participants by
their own admission did not feel that they belonged to any particular
youth group or (sub)culture and talked about themselves in terms
of ‘normal’ and ‘ordinary‘. These ‘normal’ young people presented
a conceptual ‘teaser’, as they did not seem to fit to any framings concerned with youth (post) subcultures, neo-tribes, club cultures or to
a category of disadvantaged or marginalised youth. Most importantly,
they did not fit into a category of passive mainstream. However, as
I have indicated above, the strategic decision to focus on the meanings which all these individuals participating in my research invested
into what they did or did not consume brought with it very soon a rich
empirical dataset about young people themselves.
In order to give an impression of the above dynamic, I turn to the
three phases of my research, discussing emergent themes, paradoxes
in the data, and the rationale for my chosen qualitative research methodology and my choice of participants. Up to this point, I have only
briefly mentioned the three research methods I used in my project
– exploratory essays written by the participants, focus groups and
semi-structured interviews in small groups. I now discuss these methods in more detail.

FIRST PHASE COLLECTION OF
RESPONDENTS’ ESSAYS
The collection of exploratory essays provided the first method of
data/idea collection for finding emerging categories relevant to my
initial research question, concerning cultural and social exclusion and
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inclusion and the meaning of brands. This exploratory research took
place during November 2006 and January 2007 among students of
Masaryk University (M.A. and B. A. students) from different faculties
and departments (law, management, philosophy, politics, social work,
sociology, journalism and mass media and economics), aged between
20–24 years, who attended workshops on self-presentation.36
The students’ task was to write two short essays with a maximum
length of two pages each. They started with brainstorming – students
were asked to write five words (nouns, adjectives, verbs or other expressions) which they most associated with the expression ‘cool’. And
then they were instructed to write essays entitled: ‘When and where
did I feel excluded or included based on my image?’ and ‘What does
it mean to be ‘cool’ in contemporary society?’ Their freedom to express opinions and experiences was in the first essay unlimited. I had
only one requirement – not to use definitions of image and style from
books and dictionaries. I asked students to employ their imagination,
to reflect upon their experiences, to try to describe them in their own
words and to think about their experiences and observations in the
broader context of living in contemporary society. The second essay
on ‘coolness’ was more structured. Students had four options – either
they could draw on one of the three ideas of ‘coolness’ I offered them
36
During that time, I was participating in a broader research project at Masaryk
University, which aimed to provide students with ‘Soft Skills’ in many areas,
such as self-presentation, communication, cooperation and team-building, in
order to increase students’ future career prospects. My contribution to the ‘Soft
Skills’ project was leading a series of interactive workshops on how to improve
presentation and self-presentation skills in areas such as fashion, dress codes and
image. These workshops were not compulsory, but voluntary. The requirement
for attending this course was an interest in the topic and a willingness to discuss
one’s objectives, perspectives and comments about the above issues. To make my
course more interesting for the students I invited a professional stylist. During the
workshops, as well as during the stylist’s presentation, many of students came up
with critical comments regarding contemporary dress codes, the need to ‘dress to
impress’ and the meaning of brands as a symbol of status in contemporary society. My observations gave me the idea to get these students involved in my own
doctoral research project, which was also originally focused on the meaning of
brands. Easy access and an interest in the topic were the main reasons for choosing this particular group of young people during the exploratory phase. From all
the students that attended workshops, 35 of them expressed an interest in getting
involved in my project.
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and then critically reflect upon these conceptions,37 or they could
formulate their essays as a personal reflection based on their experiences. The alternatives I offered were as follows:
1. Cool as a social distinction. Main ideas: cool exists only in comparison with things considered less cool. Cool is created out of
a need for status and distinction.
2. Cool as an elusive essence. Main ideas: cool is a real, but unknowable property. Cool is a property that exists but can only be sought
after.
3. Cool as a marketing device. Main ideas: cool has become the central ideology of consumer capitalism. An artificial cycle of cooling
and uncooling creates false needs in consumers and stimulates the
economy.
4. None of the above concepts; own consideration.
The collection of 49 essays in total included: 35 essays discussing
various perspectives on the concept of ‘cool’ in contemporary society
and 14 essays on the experience of being excluded or excluded based
on one’s image.
As I have indicated above, exploratory research is primarily concerned with discovery and with generating or building theory (Jupp
2006, Stebbins 2001) and this is what the essay-writing exercise
allowed me to do. These essays were the first exploration into my
problematic, and they led me in many different directions and raised
many questions. In order to identify the first key concepts, patterns
and indications of the main themes, I applied the coding methods
developed by grounded theorists through the constructivist grounded
theory method (Charmaz 2005, 2006). A series of coding techniques
was utilised, from open coding to linking the first codes together and
creating the first categories and concepts, using the computer-assisted, qualitative data analysis program Atlas.ti.38 The first concepts
were collated into themes, which were at this point wide, blurred and
37
The three conceptions of ‘coolness’ came from http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/
Cool_%28aesthetic%29.
38
Atlas.ti is one of a number of Computer Assisted Qualitative Data Analysis
Software (CAQDAS) programs designed to facilitate the organisation, work and
analysis of qualitative data. Originally, this software program was developed
as an exercise to support researchers interested in grounded theorising (Jupp
2006).
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in need of more exploration. They included: 1) criticism of sheep-like
behaviour (‘sheeple’ – in vivo code); 2) brand as a symbol of social
distinctions; 3) perceiving individualised consumption as a manifestation of choice; 4) awareness of being exposed to marketing and
media pressures; 5) negative and pejorative perceptions of the term
mainstream; 6) identifying contemporary society as consumer- and
brand-oriented culture; 7) criticism of the tendency to pigeonhole
others according to their ‘look’, image, or labels on their clothes;
8) mentioning teenagers and young urban women as examples of typical groups of seduced consumers (‘brand-devotees’– in vivo code);
9) criticism of conspicuous consumption; 10) perceiving being ‘just
normal and ordinary’ as being ‘authentic and oneself’.
Along with my analysis of the essays and identification of several
key themes and in vivo codes, I compared these findings with the
notes I took during workshops. Several contradictions were revealed.
In general, the essays provided a critical approach to consumerism;
yet, during our discussion in the class, students used many examples
from different events in their lives in which they themselves played
a significant part as active consumers. They criticised conspicuous
consumption, which they understood mostly in terms of displaying
expensive labels or buying designer goods for all to see, yet most
of them were in fact wearing designer goods, such as shoes, jeans
and bags with the labels visible to others. They criticised sheep-like
or herd-like behaviour in terms of being manipulated by marketing
industries encouraging people to seek individuality through what
they consume, yet these students also valued their own individualised
consumption. Several students explicitly equated belonging to any
contemporary spectacular youth group with conformity. In fact, they
appeared to be comfortable to write about themselves in terms of ‘not
belonging to anywhere’ and ‘being ordinary and normal’.
These essays yielded a rich body of material. However, this
method of data collection had its limitations and several problems
emerged. The main complication was how to interpret and grasp the
meanings of the terms I found. What I was missing was immediate
feedback and clarification of the plurality of meanings in context.
I partially solved this problem through getting feedback from students via email exchanges. However, what I was really missing
was a dynamic exchange of opinions, different perspectives and the
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CHAPTER FIVE
THE PARADOX OF CONFORMING
NON CONFORMITY
This chapter provides an extended analysis of the findings from my
research on the role of consumer lifestyles in the lives of young people in the Czech Republic. The focus is primarily on the active ways
(and the consumer practices in particular) through which these young
people negotiate structural constraints and make the most of the new
possibilities typical of late modernity in order to maintain, construct,
display, interpret and negotiate their sense of belonging to society.
Special attention is paid to how the young people participating in my
project constructed and interpreted their ‘ordinariness’ through the
meanings they attached to brands and to their consumer practices. In
order to discuss the above notions in more depth, I shall now turn to
the first set of data collated around the idea that late-modern ordinariness is bound to the ‘paradox of conforming non-conformity’. The
paradox of conforming non-conformity focuses on the tensions between the normative demands of an increasingly individualised society, as proposed for example by Roberts (2009) Macháček (2004), Ule
(2012) or Leccardi et al. (2012), and the ways in which ‘mainstream’
young people endeavour to sustain a sense of their own autonomy
and normality whilst dealing with the constraints arising from the obligation of individually made decisions and choices (Pyšňáková and
Miles 2010; Pyšňáková and Hohnová 2010). I discuss the paradox of
conforming non-conformity in relation to issues of the contemporary
ideology of consumer society, including topics such as the meaning of
brands, peer pressure, media influence, status-seeking, individuality
and ‘herd-like’ behaviour.

WHAT KIND OF CONSUMER AM I?
In general, conformity is understood as the process by which an individual’s attitudes, beliefs and behaviours are influenced by other
people, either directly or through institutions (e.g. mass media or
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the educational system). This influence has many forms and can be
observed in small groups as well as in society as a whole. As such,
conformity can be the result of either explicit social pressure or more
subtle unconscious influences. One of the points I want to highlight
at the beginning of this analysis is that many of the young people
participating in this project were aware of explicit social pressure,
especially when discussing the notion of consumption. The concept
of conforming non-conformity44 captures one’s ability to balance between total compliance to social pressure and norms and full rejection
of their influence.
The notions of conformity and non-conformity first emerged during the first phase of my research, in my collection of the exploratory
essays. In these essays, my respondents repeatedly mentioned the
term ‘brand-devotee’. This expression was never fully defined, and
its meaning appeared to lead in diverse directions; thus, I included
this expression in my focus group scenarios in order to allow further
exploration. The paradox of conforming non-conformity started to
emerge during the focus group discussions, in relation to a question
concerned with the meaning and the role of brands in these young
people’s lives. During the first session, several participants came up
with a more detailed classification and added to the idea of a branddevotee person45 two more categories: a ‘brand-reflexive individual’46
44
Smolík (2010) conceptualises conformity as the polar opposite of deviance.
Non-conformity is anything that lies in between the two poles, and according to
Smolík (2010), it is such behaviour, attitudes and beliefs which can be framed as
a form of tolerated deviation from group or social norms.
45
The discussion on what the expression ‘brand-devotee’ means was stimulated by these questions: ‘Who is a brand-devotee?’ ‘How is he or she dressed?’
‘Where would you meet him or her?’ ‘Is he or she a congenial type of person?’
‘What is his or her job?’ ‘What are the characteristics of a brand devotee person?
‘What is important to her or him?’
46
A ‘brand-devoted’ person was characterised by participants as an individual
whose self-identity was constituted through the brand. In contrast, a ‘brandreflexive’ person was defined as an individual who does not care much about
a brand itself. This absence of caring does not mean that he or she is a ‘brand-ignorant’ in a sense of lacking the appropriate cultural capital or material resources
necessary to purchase designer goods. Nor does it mean that a ‘brand-reflexive’
person would necessarily adopt antagonistic and anti-brand attitudes. Brand-reflexive individuals use consumption as means of displaying their social status
based on their ability to make clear that what they decide to consume is a matter
of personal choice rather than the product of external pressures.
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and a ‘brand-ignorant person’ (in Czech language ‘značkař’ and
‘neznačkař’). These three expressions capture the nuanced ways in
which young people interpreted the meaning of their own and others’
relationships towards the consumption of designer goods. The following extract captures the dichotomy of a ‘brand-devotee’ and a ‘brandignorant’ consumer, which shortly appeared to be problematic, as it
emerged in my focus groups.
Libor, 22 years: I have kind of a stereotypical, fixed idea about
‘brand-devotees’. I think there are three groups of them. The
first one is the Diesel, Reply, Von Dutch disco, glittery groomed
look. You know, the metrosexuals or shampoos47 living in the
city centre, with stylish hair, dressed up according to the latest
trends. Next is the ‘high class businessman’ type, riding his rear in
a BMW. More restrained, minimalistic style, like Hugo Boss and
Armani suits. But their togs are even more expensive than those of
the metrosexuals. The third group of the ‘brand devotees’ are for
example the hip hoppers, wearing flexa caps, thick chains and an
expensive watch, whilst listening to their super cool iPods.
Daniel, 18 years: Yea and then you’ve got like the opposition. You
know like another extreme. The beer-type, or a fisherman type of
person [group laughs]. You know it is that kind of people who
simply do not care about designer brands and fashion at all. You
know that kind of people, who just do not care and simply put on
a four-striped, fake Adidas T-shirt.
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47
The expression ‘shampoo’ was used as a label for the ‘gilded’ urban kids
– young people from more affluent families (middle or upper class). I heard
this expression for the first time in 2006, when I conducted research on youth
club cultures. Originally, the expression emerged in reference to their groomed
hairstyles and preferences for designer clothes and brands such as Diesel, Reply
and Von Dutch. Today, the term is common parlance among Czech youth. Its
meaning is not necessarily pejorative, although in the context of my focus groups
discussions, it was mostly used by my participants as a synonym for a poseur, an
inauthentic and superficial person.
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in the context of relatively freely chosen possibilities. Because
Kateřina’s, as well as Bára’s, example of second-hand consumption
seems to be committed to an identity project that centres on behaving
as a certain type of consumer (independent, reflexive, creative), they
have no choice but to follow these acts of agency primarily as agents
of the consumer society, which in turns highlights the importance of
one’s individuality (Holt 2002, Bauman 2007, 1998, Giddens 1991).
Zdena, 27 years: Well, but No Name is a brand as well. I know
people, who wear stuff from second-hand because they want to
stand out. It is like a demonstration of belonging somewhere, like
a social class, I reckon.

This kind of reaction provides an example of how my participants
negotiated the stalemate inherent in the fact that even the people who
think they are being ‘unique’ exemplify the paradox of conforming
non-conformity. In order to stand out from the image of a conformist,
young people narrated many personalised strategies. Yet, their interpretations actually helped to sustain a paradoxical view in which their
‘standing out’ through fashion-based nonconformity to their reference
group (for example, peers) could be interpreted as an act of differentiation and as an effort to maintain individuality. At the same time, it
is important to acknowledge that it is precisely an active engagement
with consumer culture which provides my participants with the means
of expressing their individuality in creative and alternative ways.

THE
“SHEEPLE”
The most critical perspectives on passive conformity were articulated
in terms of ‘herd-like’ or ‘sheep-like’ behaviour. In particular, they
used the expression ‘sheeple’ – the compression of two words, sheep
and people, to form one word meaning a mass of ignorant, unoriginal
humans that herd together and follow one another mindlessly.
Jan, 18 years: What came to my mind is foolishness and ignorance. Because a certain group of people sets some trends and
indoctrinates and infects with their ideas the rest of society. And
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this part of society takes it. Because they fear that they won’t be
“in”. And they wanna fit in, so they behave like sheep.

My participants brought up many examples of this sheep-like behaviour – ranging from the very abstract to the very concrete. The following series of extracts comes from different phases of my research.
All of them capture various representations of what my participants
labelled as sheeple, a homogeneous group or perceived as trend followers. At the same time they demarcated themselves against these
particular constructions, despite the fact they themselves were equally
active consumers.
Radek, 22 years: What has been considered as “cool” is changing over time. Particularly, in “mainstream consumer society” it
is determined by trends. (…) However, if somebody would have
told us two years ago that this will be in, and we will wear it, we
would scoff at him [or her]. Some people have such a compulsive
and absurd need to be “cool” that they do not dress according to
what they like, but to what is “in”. And the most absurd fact is that
they identify themselves with a particular fashion trend to such an
extent, they start to like it.

This extract is taken from my series of exploratory essays on the
theme ‘What does it mean to be “cool” in contemporary society?’
collected in the first phase of the research project. The term ‘cool’ was
perceived with noticeable distrust. It encapsulates one of the common themes emerging not only from the essays but also from further
discussion in focus groups – a criticism of different modes of conformism. The conformists, labelled as a collective of sheeple, were
characterised as people with no personal taste or individuality. Jan’s
and Radek’s descriptions of conformity in many respects resemble
the ideology and perfectionist critique discussed by academics such
as Heath (2001). According to this critique, there is something wrong
with what ‘sheeple’ want. They have manufactured desires, which
means that their needs are cultivated primarily through the market
and advertising. However, Radek, like all of my participants, was an
active consumer. I started to be more sensitive to what precisely it is
that this extract criticises. It appears that the subject of criticism is
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again not consumption itself, but whether people consume actively
or passively. Radek’s criticism is directed at the people who are not
acting or thinking on the basis of their own desires or considerations,
but rather according to ideas that have been installed in them (compare Heath 2001). This opinion was also evident in some of the focus
group discussions:

Eva, 22 years: I don’t want to judge those people who follow the
trends, much less those who just want to be attractive. But I see
it as a marketing strategy. It is a manipulation of the masses of
young people (…) In general; young people yearn for belonging
and for having their particular group. Fashion is an easy way of
how can people identify themselves with the longed-for group.

Jan, 22 years: Who dictates what is and what is not “cool”? Most
people claim the manipulators are the marketers, who set the latest
trends in fashion, design or music. But I think that the marketers
are just testing us. It is up to us what we as the consumers accept as
being cool. (…) But if majority of us succumb to advertising and
media messages and we feel that can’t live without it, then I am
afraid that being cool means being a part of the herd.

Eva’s passage is more concrete in pointing at the suggestion that
the most vulnerable social group in contemporary society are young
people (compare Côté and Allahar 1994). They are easily manipulated and controlled through a broad range of psychological and marketing tactics, which are able to subvert their own thinking, emotions
and decisions. The notion of ‘fitting in’ brings us back to the issue
of norms – to which my participants appear to conform. Sometimes,
such behaviour is induced by group pressure and individuals feel the
need to conform to such expectations. The following extract discusses
this issue in relation to media influence.

Interviewer: So, how do you deal with all this media and ad pressure?
Jan, 22 years: I guess the best I can do is that I really do not care
what is now cool. You know, really, I try to be myself. To me,
following what is in and dressing according to the latest trends is
a kind of uniformity. I hate uniformity.
Klára, 25 years: A brand-devotee is a person without fantasy and
individuality. He consumes whatever there has been set out for
him. He consumes prefabricated stuff and he takes it. He does
not need any fantasy and inventiveness. Therefore, he cannot be
himself without these brands. Brands are the means on which he
builds his identity.

The image of a brand and fashion conformist evoked many negative connotations, such as being manipulated, lacking personality or
being a follower – an uncreative, superficial and shallow person. And
yet paradoxically, despite this critique of contemporary society, the
overriding message emerging during the course of these discussions
was the personal desire to be a self-directed individual. In this context,
the sheeple equates to a monolithic conformist mass not so much in
terms of an absence of rebelliousness as an absence of individuality.

Šárka, 17 years: I think the worst brand-devotees are those who
must feel they are cool all the time. This is a general expression,
but I would suggest that it means that they need to fit in and so
they accept and endorse only that which has been given to them on
a silver platter right under their very nose.(…) And basically, they
just consume what they consider to be attractive and trendy.
Interviewer: Who is it that serves all these ideas on a silver
platter?
Šárka, 17 years: Media. MTV for example. Consequently, everybody wants to be a hip hopper. I know a couple of people, who
look like that, like the hip hoppers, but they just like this style.
But you know, they are not just the followers, when they watch
TV it is not like, “Oh my god I saw it on MTV so I must have this
bling bling jacket.” It is really hard to explain the difference, but
when, for example, my friends buy something in a hip hop style
it is not only a stylisation into hip hop style. For example, Mark
combines it with other styles, so in the end, it is about him. He is
not shocking; he looks smart and causal at the same time. It just
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suits him. He is really a trendsetter. I think it is also because he
just thinks about it.

There was an extensive discussion within my focus groups of the
issues associated with conforming to the expectations of the wider
community and the importance of wearing clothes that were deemed
to be ‘acceptable’. My participants were all too aware that clothes are
used not only as material symbols of our economic, social and cultural
roles in society, but also as a symbol of in-group membership. However, Šárka’s comments are interesting with regard to how she uses
different interpretations of young people’s engagement with popular
culture. In the broader context of living in a consumer culture, she
makes a distinction between two types of conformity. The first one is
defined as an unreflexive following of what is popular. In her view, in
order to be popular, some young people are influenced by words and
images, which are used by advertisers to jointly construct imaginary
or heavily idealised worlds or ‘lifestyles’. And yet, on the other hand,
her reflection about her friend Mark provides us with a particularly
useful insight into how young people can use consumer conformity in
creative ways and for their own ends. She points towards her friend,
who despite outwardly acting as a trend follower, does not actually
succumb to the norms of a particular popular style (hip hop); but uses
this source as an inspiration for mixing it with other items. His consumption doesn’t simply begin and end with the act of purchasing.
He buys different pieces of clothing, mixes them and creates a new
look, a new image which is neither too extravagant nor too shocking, but which earns him (as Šárka mentioned) recognition and credit
amongst his peers. It is through his reflexive choices that he is able to
accentuate rather than lose his individuality. And this is what Šárka
values in him. It is not a rejection of what is popular, but further creative engagement with what consumer culture offers to him. In other
words, this extract reflects that young people understand and use what
common culture offers them as a source of their cultural capital and
they use it for their own ends.
A note with regard to my participants’ reflexivity about mass media and marketing influences needs to be made. What all of the above
extracts demonstrate is that my participants embody a particularly
reflexive attitude of ‘I know what is going on’ in terms of being
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aware of media and advertising influences. However, they consume
just as much as their friends do. I concur with those who suggest that
young people’s engagement with consumer culture does not mean
that they automatically fit into the categories of the passive victims
of consumer society or “consumer dupes” (Miles 2000, Nava 1992).
However, as my own research did not principally focus on this issue,
I do not want to underestimate the power of media and marketing
industries and their strategies of influencing young people’s choices.
Young people are influenced by media and marketing industries, yet
it appears that they do not consume these meanings uncritically and
unreflexively. Arguing that young people are totally immune from the
influence of the above industries would be as strong and as radical
a claim as saying that “the mainstream of the young generation is to
a large extent manipulated by the media and accepts the opinions and
positions generated by them” (State Youth Policy Conception for the
Years 2007 – 2013, 2007: 5). The truth lies somewhere in between.
The critical perspectives on media influence and marketing strategies
among a majority of the young people participating in this research
project and the complexity of meanings presented in their consumer
choices, represents at least a call for rethinking the academic orthodoxy prevailing in some Czech youth studies, especially the construction of passive, un-reflexive and manipulated ‘mainstream’ youth
(Conception 2007).

NEITHER THE SHEEP, NOR
THE REBEL
Regarding the negative conception of young consumers towards the
notion of a brand-devotee, or towards sheep-like behaviour, it became
evident that such meanings were dependent upon a broader context,
whether the individual used brands as a source or as a means of
identity construction. The following discussion examines how much
young people’s mainstream lifestyles play a role in their self-construction and how young people relate to other young people through
consumer lifestyles.
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symbolic work with the meanings of the items which they purchased,
and sometimes it involves inventing their own styles. However, their
active involvement with consumer culture provides my participants
with something more than just a new look. It is through their consumer lifestyles that they relate to each other, share something in common
and gain self-confidence and recognition from their peers.
The suggestion underlying this chapter is that consumer lifestyles
help young people amass resources (Giddens 1984) for successful
integration to what has been described as an increasingly risky society (Beck 1992, Beck and Beck-Gernsheim 2002). Furthermore, such
lifestyles may well play a particularly prescient role in what continues
to be such a transient and relatively uncertain period in Czech history.
From this perspective, it can be argued that although young people appear to conform to the conditions of late modernity, such conformism
does not necessarily represent passivity, but a form of active agency
and a calculative attitude to one’s life (Giddens 1991). It is in this
sense that an examination of the consumer lifestyles of ordinary youth
provides a challenge to the taken-for-granted assumption, generally
evident in the Czech sociology of youth, that young people have an
unreflexive and passive engagement with consumption. I consider
how young people deal with their individual choices along with taking risks and responsibility for their decisions in the next chapter.
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CHAPTER SIX
THE PARADOX OF
CHOICE
AND THE MEANING OF
CONSUMER LIFESTYLES AMONG
‘MAINSTREAM’ YOUTH
A key point of the previous chapter is that it is not only consumption
that has become a ubiquitous part of young people’s daily lives. More
broadly, and most importantly, a ubiquity of choice has become a key
part of young people’s everyday lives. Further, the nature and scope
of this choice represents a key means by which young people relate
to the social transformations taking place in the post-revolutionary Czech Republic (Macháček 2004, Pyšňáková and Miles 2010),
Hráčková Pyšňáková (2012).
In order to understand young people’s relationship to social
change and the paradox of choice in what appears to be an increasingly individualised society, it is necessary to pay attention
to structural factors as well as to the cultural experiences of young
people (Miles 2000, 2002a, 2002b, 2003). Cohen and Ainley (2000)
suggest that studying young people is an ideal meeting point for
understanding the interaction between structural forces and cultural
biographies and it is in this regard that the focus on ‘mainstream’
youth consumer lifestyles appears again instructive. Some authors
have suggested that ‘new forms’ of identification, such as participation in consumption, leisure and cultural activities become
increasingly vital in providing sources of identity construction and
identification for young people in a swiftly changing society, in
contrast to more determined social markers, such as occupational
status (Hollands 2002). Such a consideration is valuable in the sense
that many young people are already active consumers, whilst still
students, or having part-time jobs, long before they enter the labour
market.
In this chapter, I argue that for many of the young people involved
in my research project, participation in consumption and cultural
activities constitutes an arena for the negotiation of their identity,
especially in terms of their consumer choices. This engagement
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reflects a situation in which they do not perceive their choices as
inconsequential. As my analysis demonstrates, young people tend
to think very carefully about the implications of their choices. In
congruence with Furlong and Cartmel (2007), I suggest that young
people are increasingly personally accountable for their own futures
based on their individual choices, and that this accountability is
constantly institutionally reinforced by the market, the mass media,
schools and family (Macháček 2004, Furlong and Cartmel 2007).
Yet, rather than seeing young people’s choices as illusory, I will
frame them as paradoxical. Although I am focusing on ‘mainstream’
youth, I argue that their experiences are diverse and highly dependent upon specific personal experiences of social divisions. Based on
my data, I will consider the proposition that in the Czech Republic
consumption plays an important role in helping young people to deal
with the post-socialist shift towards individualisation. This chapter
proposes a perspective on young people’s consumption not only as
an arena of self-expression that was previously unavailable, but also
as a means by which contemporary youth actively navigate their
way through a life experience that appears to offer choice and yet
simultaneously constrains such choice (Pyšňáková and Miles 2010),
Hráčková Pyšňáková (2012).

CHOICE AS A NORM
In the previous chapter, I argued that the young people involved
in my research project do not equate their nonconformity to rebelliousness against or antagonism towards consumerism, but instead
relate it to notions of individual choice. Consequently, they associate conformity not so much with a lack of rebelliousness but with
an absence of individuality. This attitude was especially prevalent in
discussions on the meaning of image, the meaning of brands and on
the subject of conformism in fashion, which invoked many negative
connotations. However, despite the fact that they sometimes perceive
consumerist values as devoid of deeper meaning, they themselves
are actively involved in consumer lifestyles. In other words, for
my participants, their own consumer activities are not necessarily superficial. The chance to make a characteristically individual
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choice of what to consume is fundamental to their belief in their own
non-conformity.
Interviewer: What would you do if you could not buy your favourite brands? Would it change your lifestyle?
Marcela, 26 years: Not much. I wouldn’t care. I could find other
brands.
Karel, 26 years: If my favourite brand disappeared from the
market, it wouldn’t make a big deal to my lifestyle. There are
still many options from which I can choose. If one or two brands
disappear, I’ll find another one.
David, 26 years: Yeah, there are loads of brands. If one brand was
not available on the market anymore, I wouldn’t go crazy. No
panic. You can always find a substitute.

The above extract encapsulates the theme of this chapter – mainstream youth’s experience with the paradoxical nature of choice in
the context of late modernity. For example, Marcela, Karel and David
appear to hold a casual attitude towards the possible disappearance
of their favourite brands. They emphasise that their identities are not
dependent upon and constructed via a particular brand, and this negation appears to be a core constituent of how they understand their
non-conformist attitude. However, the point is that my participants do
not construct the meaning of their non-conformity around a rejection
of consumerism but around a notion of themselves as consumers – as
well as choosers and decision makers (see also Heath and Potter 2005,
Gabriel and Lang 1995).
Jan, 18 years: Well, if I’ve got a suitcase full of luxury clothes,
like some elite limited edition of Hugo Boss, I would sell it and
have a totally, satisfactory life. [laugh in a group]. So! I would
buy something that looks like Hugo Boss, but it would not be
Hugo Boss – nothing against Hugo – but spending so much money
on designer togs is just ridiculous. I am not a business man; I do
not play golf, and among my friends, I would stand for a poseur,
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cause besides having that Boss suit I do not live a lifestyle of
a Boss-type person. So I would take that money and buy a CD
player, let’s say for 30,000 crowns and headphones for 20,000 and
I would be totally satisfied.

What Jan is saying is that a rejection of designer clothing does not
in itself represent a rejection of consumerism. As an active consumer,
he appears to be familiar with the difference between the sign and use
value of goods in late-modern consumer society (Baudrillard 1979,
Featherstone 2007). He knows that Hugo Boss is a prestigious brand,
an expensive one, and that having Hugo Boss clothing equates with
having a quality lifestyle. But he is also aware that its value is also
socially constructed, based for example on his association of this
brand with a particular lifestyle and on his assumption that its wearer
lives that particular lifestyle. Knowing that there exists the possibility to find something similar in both Boss style and quality, but for
a lower price, and knowing that there are people who are ready to pay
for the sign value of a brand, he is ready to use it for his own ends.
It appears quite easy, because Boss in itself is not important to him,
and having this suit would not make much difference to his life. But
he does know that it might be perceived by others to be symbolically
important. He calculates the cultural value he can amass through the
brand Hugo Boss and opts to invest into what is more important to
him – headphones and a player. This example perfectly demonstrates
Beck’s (1992) point that the freedom gained through individual
choices becomes highly dependent upon the consumer market and is
thus highly standardised. As such, the consumer market appears to be
one of the key authorities of the post-revolutionary youth experience
of freedom (Pyšňáková and Miles 2010).
Interviewer: Imagine you would have only one pair of pantaloonstyle jeans and a white t-shirt. No more options, no more choices.
Would this situation change your lifestyle?
Jana, 26 years: I don’t know; I think I’d lock myself in my house
and wouldn’t go out at all. Goodbye. I know it might sound superficial, but I’d be off-colour. I can’t imagine this situation. What an
absolutely horrible idea.
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The above extract demonstrates that the freedom exercised
through individually made choices is taken for granted by many of
young people participating in research project. For example, Jana sees
it as a natural part of her daily experience to such an extent that she
cannot even imagine living in a world without such choice.
David, 26 years: It would restrict me. I wouldn’t go to clubs and to
the city centre so often. But I can’t be without people, so I’d buy
something else as soon as I could.
Interviewer: But you could buy nothing but another pair of plain
jeans and a white t-shirt. No other option.
David, 26 years: Well, if everybody wore the same I wouldn’t
care.
Interviewer: Everybody else would have many choices. But not
you.
David, 26 years: Then I’d stay at home. But anyway, this is such
an improbable situation, so I can’t really imagine it, and I don’t
know what I’d do.

David links not having a choice to a limitation on his regular social activities, but only at the moment when he realises that this condition would not be temporary. His note that he would not care so much,
if everybody else were in the same situation sheds some light on what
these young people understand as ‘normal’. It appears that having
a choice is perceived as ordinary because it is so commonplace.
Hence, if the common experience, the norm, was not to have such
choice, then it would be perceived as ‘normal’. Young people seem
perfectly happy to conform; their understanding of choice constitutes
acceptance of the dominant values in contemporary society, rather
any kind of insurgence. Roberts (2009) points out that when individualisation is high, choice is not an option but it becomes a norm and an
obligation. However, it also becomes a means of social integration,
as it is perceived as related to social and cultural inclusion. The suggestion here is that if my participants’ highly individualistic consumer
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equally. Many young people face barriers before they can execute
such choices, and they are well aware of socio-economic distinctions
and inequalities. For example, some of the university students felt
themselves (temporarily) economically disadvantaged compared to
their full-time working peers. And having a at least a part-time job
was one of the most common solutions for many students when lack
of money became an important issue. Because consumption provides
young people with an important means of attaining social inclusion
and with what Côte and Allahar (1994) call common biographies,
they are emotionally connected to others through consumption. As
such, they use many ‘creative’ and ‘calculative’ strategies in order to
avoid being excluded from these practices. This calculative attitude
(Giddens 1991) takes on many forms. One of the most effective is the
calculated use of brands to demonstrate adherence to a particular lifestyle. This strategy allows a young person lacking economic capital
to compensate for such a disadvantage through a surfeit of cultural
capital. At the same, the adoption of a calculative attitude generates
new risks, as it exposes young people to the potential hazard that their
calculation will be unsuccessful. To summarise this chapter, young
people’s use of consumption serves not only as an arena of selfexpression that was previously unavailable, but also as a means by
which they actively navigate their way through a life experience that
appears to offer choice and yet simultaneously constrains such choice.
It is within the context of consumer practices (although not exclusively) that Czech young people are able to actively negotiate and deal
with the conditions of social change to which they are exposed.
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CHAPTER SEVEN
THE CONCEPT OF ‘MAINSTREAM’
YOUTH AND ITS IMPLICATIONS FOR
THE SOCIOLOGY OF YOUTH

In this book, I have sought to raise a critically aware discussion of
‘mainstream’ youth in late modernity, based on findings from qualitative research concerned with the meaning of consumption in the lives
of young people in the Czech Republic. I now reconsider the main
points of this book.
This book challenges current representations of ‘mainstream’
youth in youth research in the Czech Republic via a qualitative research study concerned with the meaning of consumer lifestyles in the
lives of ‘ordinary’ young people. It highlights the centrality of reflexivity in young consumers’ engagements with culture and social life.
This reflexivity is contextualised in a broad sociological account,
drawing especially on Giddens (1991) and Beck (1992, 2002) and
the notions of ‘risk’, ‘reflexivity’ and ‘ontological security’. I place
these notions in the context of everyday Czech consumer culture to
examine how young people use their consumer lifestyles as a means
of dealing with the structural constraints and new possibilities typical
of late modernity in order to maintain, construct, display, interpret and
negotiate their sense of belonging to society.
One of my main objectives has been to ascertain the extent to
which the concept of ‘mainstream’ youth offers a valuable lens for
understanding young people’s relationship to social change and how
it might be relevant for further youth research in the Czech Republic.
The whole book centres around conceptual elaborations concerning
the familiar, but elusive concepts of ‘mainstream’ and ‘mainstream’
youth. Through illuminating various aspects of Czech consumer culture, I clarify and support some useful conceptions of shifting, expansive and unstable terms and referents in the broad area of cultural and
policy analysis, such as ‘youth’, ‘consumption’ and ‘mainstream’.
What I seek to assert is the value of academic methodology and
conceptions in the examination of a relatively neglected area of attention: Czech ‘mainstream’ youth as ‘consumers’. A part of my
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reconceptualisation of ‘mainstream’ youth includes an examination
of the relationships of sociological conceptions of young consumers
to marketing information and marketing oriented studies and to policy
studies and political/journalistic discourse about youth. In particular,
I complicate their denunciation of young people’s consumption as
a sign of their hedonistic and materialistic orientation.
The focus in this book is on young people’s daily experiences
with consumer culture. This focus enabled me to develop a staged
dialogue among the above conceptions to counter orthodox approaches in youth oriented research in the Czech Republic which
nurture and encourage largely negative and polarised accounts of
Czech youth. Here I found, theoretically at least, the space for a more
elaborated and nuanced set of considerations. My book thus serves as
both complement and critique, establishing a position alongside and
against a more typical focus, in academic and non-academic studies,
on marginal and extreme youth cultures.
What differentiates my approach from existing research on youth
in the Czech Republic is looking at ‘mainstream’ youth as ordinary
young people and approaching their ‘mainstreamness’ as a dynamic
process associated with their sense of being ‘normal’ – something that
is not given and stable, but actively maintained and constantly negotiated. Using an interpretative approach, I have begun to understand
how mainstream youth construct their sense of ordinariness, notably
via their day-to-day practices and experiences as consumers. I have
acknowledged the widespread and variegated practices amongst my
participants, for example, the routine cultivation of ordinariness as
a kind of calculative project of the self. The notion of a paradox of
choice and of active ‘conforming non-conformity’ I found in my data
allow me to rework the common understanding of mainstream as
passive conformism and explain it instead as a site for active engagement. In the following sections, I reflect upon the main findings in
more detail and elaborate the connections between theory and data.
I also reflect upon the study’s limitations and potential gaps in my
ideas and methodology, highlight the implications of my findings in
empirical and conceptual terms and point to directions for further
youth research in the Czech Republic.
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RE CONCEPTUALISING
‘MAINSTREAM’ YOUTH
As I indicated in Chapter One, one of the aims of this book was to
question what I call the orthodoxy of ‘mainstream’ youth. The opening quotation in Chapter One, taken from the State Policy Conception
(2007) that portrays mainstream youth as a relatively homogeneous
group characterised by conformity, passivity and manipulation, is
a good illustration of this prevailing common sense. To understand
my criticism, it is necessary to look at current youth research in the
Czech Republic from a broader perspective. In Chapters One and
Three, I used various examples to demonstrate that what characterises
current youth research in the Czech Republic is a tendency to construct contemporary youth through youth-at-risk and youth-as-risk
discourses or (post)subcultural theories. Given the fact that the content of the Conception draws on several sociological studies, I argued
that what this document encapsulates is not as much a reflection of
contemporary ‘mainstream’ youth as a reflection of an academic
‘common sense’ about mainstream youth. Indeed, as Griffin (1993)
puts it:
The relationship between young people’s experiences and
academic “common sense” about “youth” is not straightforward.
Youth research does not simply reflect aspects of young people’s
lives, nor does it merely misrepresent their experiences, as though
the latter were sitting around the truth waiting to be discovered
– or misunderstood. Youth research is more complex than this,
given the ideological role it plays in constructing the very categories of “youth” and “adolescence”, and in presenting stories about
the origins of specific forms of youthful deviance and resistance
(Griffin 1993: 2).

Griffin’s point is particularly salient when considering how mainstream youth has been explored, conceptualised, constructed and
theorised through academic youth research and in the light of gaps
and contradictions which exist in these constructions. This was the
concern of Chapter Two. My aim was to consider the ways in which
contemporary theories can update current constructions of the concept of ‘mainstream’ youth. Chapter Two discussed a number of ap-
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proaches to the concept of mainstream youth. Although I was drawing
largely on examples from British youth studies, the works I selected,
along with the related debates, mirror similar debates about youth in
the contemporary Czech Republic.
As one of the biggest problems I faced was the vague and incoherent use of the term ‘mainstream’, I developed a simplified classification of the various scholarly representations of ‘mainstream’ youth.
This classification proved invaluable because it provided me with
a rationale for my own usage of this concept. On the one hand, there
is a vast body of work in which ‘mainstream’ youth is constructed
via research on more visible, spectacular, subcultural or problematic
youth groups and related discourses. The notion of mainstream youth
in these studies is generally constructed via binary models of passive
and active or normal and deviant and is usually based on interpretations of (post) subcultural youth (Hebdige 1979, Muggleton 2000,
Thornton 1996, adopted in Czech youth research for example Smolík
2010, Houdková 2008), interpretations of statistical data, adult-centred perspectives and ‘groupism’, combined with discourses on problematic, vulnerable and at-risk-youth (Wyn and White 1997, Furlong
and Cartmel 2007, in Czech youth research for example Conception
2007). In this kind of research, there is a tendency to equate ‘mainstream’ youth with the monolithic majority, a homogeneous group
with characteristics such as passivity and conformity in common.
My approach to the concept has been shaped by a debate which
frames ‘mainstream’ youth as a largely neglected element in youth
research and focuses on the ‘ordinary’, namely youth that are neither
spectacular nor problematic or disadvantaged. What lies at the heart
of this debate is a criticism of the long-established tendency in youth
research to neglect ordinariness and normality in favour of overemphasising more extreme and melodramatic experiences of youth (e.g.
MacDonald and Coffield 1991, Miles 2000, 2002a, 2002b, 2003,
Roberts 2011). In this critical body of research, it is argued that, as
a result, there is a huge disproportion between the numbers of studies
on extreme or visible youth groups as compared to those on mainstream youth. As Roberts (2011: 25) sums it up: “‘Ordinariness’,
(…) has taken a back seat in the youth research agenda.” What is particularly appealing about this debate as regards this book is two-fold.
First, ordinary, or as I prefer, mainstream youth, can be understood
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not only as a particular category or a group of young people, but also
as a conceptual challenge to the orthodoxies in youth research at
a particular time. Second, the focus is on (although not exclusively)
the active ways through which young people negotiate structural constraints and on how, under such circumstances, they actively construct
what it means to be ‘ordinary’ in the context of late modernity.

RESEARCHING MAINSTREAM YOUTH’S
RELATIONSHIP WITH
CONSUMPTION
In Chapter Three, I argued that an understanding of mainstream
youth’s relationship to consumption is particularly informative for
understanding how these young people actively use their consumer
lifestyles as a means of dealing with the structural constraints typical
for living under the conditions of late modernity (Beck and BeckGernsheim 2002). I concurrently asserted that such an insight might
provide a basis for the re-conceptualisation of the notion of mainstream youth in contemporary youth research in the Czech Republic.
My suggestion is that a sociological understanding of the relationship
of mainstream young people to consumption is needed. Although
much work on the key characteristics of late modernity is centred on
consumption and lifestyle (Giddens 1991, Beck 1992), young people’s experience with consumption as a response to social, cultural
and structural transformation has not been given sufficient attention.
As I demonstrated in Chapter Three, one of the problems with current youth research in the Czech Republic on consumption is that
consumerism is often framed either as a risk-taking activity involving young people’s leisure time, such as binge drinking, smoking, or
drug abuse (Sak 2000, Vanžurová 2006, Truhlářová and Smutek et al.
2006, Šťastná and Šucha 2010, Kalman et al. 2011) or as an indicator
of young people’s moral decline in terms of hedonism, mostly related
to their supposed loss of interest in public issues (Conception 2007,
NIDM MŠMT 2000, Sak and Saková 2004, Potůček 2002).
What appears to characterise the above discourses is a tendency
to treat young people as troubled victims of economic and social
structures that fails to consider the possibility that consumer lifestyles might provide young people with the means of dealing with
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these constraints (Pyšňáková and Miles 2010), Hráčková Pyšňáková
(2012). In other words, young people’s active engagement with consumption is interpreted as both a cause and a source of their pathological behaviour (Mühlpachr 2006, Vanžurová 2006, Conception 2007).
Such framing evokes concerns about young people and fuels the call
for protecting them from the negative impact of consumerism. A vital
part of the above discourses is the implicit assumption that unless
young people learn how to manage their free time properly, they are
at risk of becoming vulnerable dupes, manipulated by consumer culture (e.g. Conception 2007, NIDM MŠMT 2000). As I demonstrated
in Chapter One, such representations are inextricably linked to the
notion of ‘mainstream’ youth (Conception 2007: 5). Although in this
context, mainstream youth represents a point of reference for what is
considered ‘normal’ youth, the notion of normality is rarely connected
to agency, but rather interpreted in terms of passivity, conformity and
manipulation, especially when it comes to the issue of consumption. As demonstrated in Chapter Three, such assumptions are partly
self-affirming, given the fact that many of the conclusions about
young people’s engagement with consumption are based on studies
concerned with more problematic youth groups or on longitudinal
comparisons and surveys (Conception 2007). There is nothing wrong
with the focus on the margins or with quantitative research methods.
However, if this focus and these methods become dominant and leave
little space for alternative approaches, they can lead to a stereotypical
discourse about young people’s consumption as a ‘problem’. If such
discourse becomes dominant, it can influence our research questions
and interpretations of data. In other words, these types of studies can
lead to self-affirming interpretations of young people’s consumption
as a problem. It is in the light of the above research that a focus on
more ordinary young people’s consumer lifestyles and the application
of qualitative research methods can provide sociologists of youth with
nuanced perspectives, insights and a more effective means of understanding Czech young people’s relationship with social change in the
contemporary Czech Republic. At the same time, by paying attention
to the complexities of their relationships with consumer culture, we
can effectively question taken-for-granted assumptions regarding
conforming and passive ‘mainstream’ youth.
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METHODOLOGICAL DILEMMAS
As the title of this book indicates, the re-conceptualisation of mainstream youth has been undertaken through qualitative research concerned with meaning of consumer lifestyles in day-to-day lives of
‘ordinary’ young people in the Czech Republic. For the purposes of
my project, I framed ordinary, or mainstream youth as those young
people who were generally missing in Czech youth studies and who
were at the same time labelled as the ‘mainstream’ in these studies.
I was intentionally searching for participants who did not declare
a strong affiliation to any specific youth subculture and who would
not be described as economically disadvantaged. One of the criteria of
the theoretical sampling was that these young people perceived themselves as ordinary and were also recognised as such by their peers. All
of them were active consumers, and their consumer lifestyles in terms
of fashion, music, places and leisure activities were diverse. Despite
the fact that they did not come from an economically disadvantaged
social background, some nevertheless faced financial insecurities. It
is precisely in this sense that these young people and indeed many
others can be seen to be ‘ordinary’.
Although my sample was not homogeneous, due to my recruitment strategy, the majority of my participants were students living
in the city. As such, it is important for me to reiterate the fact that it
was not my intention to equate mainstream youth with middle-class
youth or with university students. Nor did I reduce the notion of mainstream youth to young consumers of popular culture. I am aware that
it is one of the methodological dilemmas of my research, as having
a more diverse sample (in terms of more working class young people,
non-students, etc.), might have provided my analysis with a wider
spectrum of interpretations. However, my research was meant as an
exploratory, yet nonetheless important intervention and insight into
the issue, rather than an all-encompassing study.
The concept of ‘mainstream’ youth presented in this study captures the active ways in which young people themselves negotiate
the structural, cultural and social changes in what has been described
as an increasingly individualised or risk society (Miles 2000). And it
allows for an exploration of how these changes are experienced by
young people, how they are reflected in their interpretations of what
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it means to be ‘normal’ and ‘ordinary’ and how, under such circumstances, they construct and maintain their sense of ordinariness, or
as I prefer to call it, their ‘mainstreamness’. In this sense, although
I recognise that class continues to play an important role in structuring young people’s life experiences (as demonstrated in Chapter
Six), my contention is that in the Czech Republic, participation in
consumer culture by mainstream youth is potentially a more general
and fundamental issue. And for this reason, the research was self-consciously designed not to be preoccupied with questions of class. Having said that the issue of class continues to be an important element of
sociological understandings of youth, it can be beneficially adapted
to notions of the mainstream in future research.
I also want to reflect upon an issue that is more than vital for
further exploration of ‘mainstream’ youth in contemporary society:
notably, social media and globalisation as innovative sites for youth
cultures and modes of engagement / disengagement with and from
mainstream. While social media and the globalised worlds instantly
opened online are mentioned in the theoretical part of this book,
I have not foregrounded them in the empirical investigation. This
omission partly reflects my participants’ preoccupations with the local
shopping mall and by their general inclination to speak rather about
their offline experiences, such as school or time spent with friends.
This tendency could be a function of the timing of my data collection, which was mainly conducted in 2008. Facebook or YouTube,
which are today a natural part of the lives of many young people in
the Czech Republic today, were then only just beginning to emerge.
For these reasons, my methodological frame did not encompass the
online experiences of my participants. But we live in a rapidly changing world and technological innovations have become a natural part
of the everyday experience of many young people and undoubtedly,
an important part of their consumption patterns.
A recent study of Millennials in the Czech Republic (OMD Czech
2011) conducted by the media agency OMD uses the term ‘digital
generation’ in order to illustrate one of the significant features of contemporary post-revolutionary youth in the Czech Republic. Indeed,
the online experience is today as much a part of young people’s lives
as their offline world. According to statistics from Socialbakers, the
segment of the population younger than 24 years currently represents
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almost half of all Facebook users in the Czech Republic.51 And the
percentage of consumers from target groups reached on YouTube in
the Czech Republic, especially younger than 30 years, is comparable
to that of TV stations (MediaGuru 2011). These facts arguably alter
the terrain under discussion in this book in a number of germane
ways, especially if we consider that the Internet, and social networks
in particular, are spaces where young people not only consume but
also actively produce content. There are already several studies which
demonstrate that young people’s active engagement with contemporary consumer culture (especially online) challenges the dichotomy
of passive consumer – active producer (Willett 2008, Ritzer and Jurgenson 2010). Applying the concept of ‘prosumption’ to the notion
of ‘mainstream’ youth could usefully shift the general perception of
‘mainstream’ youth as sheer passive consumers to ‘prosumers’, who
actively contribute to and co-create their common culture. The more
distributed and technologically driven aspect of contemporary youth
culture is indeed becoming a major feature of young peoples’ everyday lives and thus, represents a new locus for social engagement /
disengagement and space for constructing ordinariness and normality.
As such, the online experience of ordinary young people can be usefully adapted to notions of the mainstream in future research.

FINDINGS AND IMPLICATIONS
The empirical findings of this study indicate that consumption plays
a very important role in its participants’ lives. However, the role of
consumption should not be understood as the single most important
element of their existence, but rather as a ubiquitous part of their
everyday lives. Further, the young people engaged in this research
understand consumption as a means rather than a source for facilitating who it is they are. They neither rebel against consumerism nor
embody the role of the passive victim of a consumer society. Rather,
they actively use consumption as a means of negotiating and establishing their place in the social world, as a means of maintaining
their relationships to their peers and as a means of locating their own
51

http://www.socialbakers.com/facebook-statistics/czech-republic
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identities. My participants emphasised their need to stand out from
the monolithic mass, which they described as ‘sheeple’, and yet they
do not consider themselves rebels or radicals. In general, these young
people consider themselves normal and ordinary. They construct their
identities around a notion of normality and ordinariness which is not
interpreted in terms of being average, but which in practice, is linked
to notions of one’s individuality and uniqueness. And yet, it was again
within and through their consumer lifestyles where they feel most
connected to each other.
The focus on an empirical understanding of the complexities of
young people’s relationship with consumer culture questions the
victim/dupe model widely accepted in current Czech youth research
on youth consumption, which positions and as such effectively patronises ‘mainstream’ young people as passive consumers. It also
problematises the orthodox assumption about the negative impact
of consumer culture upon young people’s values and its role as one
of the key causes of their social-pathological behaviour (e.g. NIDM
MŠMT 2000). My findings suggest that being ‘mainstream’ does not
imply straightforward compliance with dominant power structures
but rather a degree of reflexivity in which young people challenge
stereotypes of passive conformism in complex and often paradoxical
ways (Willis 1990, Miles 2000, Willett 2008). These paradoxes were
discussed in detail in Chapters Five and Six. Both chapters examine
the reoccurring theme of how the young people in my study use their
consumer lifestyles in order to deal with the tensions and normative
demands of an increasingly individualised society. It is a society that
offers not only tensions, insecurities and risks but also new opportunities and choices, which have become a natural part of the day-to-day
experience of many of young people in the contemporary Czech Republic (Macháček 2004, Roberts 2009, Pyšňáková and Miles 2010,
Hráčková Pyšňáková 2012).

The paradox of conforming non-conformity
My participants are, without a doubt, active consumers. However,
this does not mean that they simply accept the nature of consumer
society passively. My findings demonstrate an awareness and reflexivity among my participants about the influence of media, market-
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ing and advertising industries upon their consumption patterns and
choices. The criticism of certain aspects of consumer society, including passive consumption of media contents, obsession with brands,
conspicuous consumption or blind following of fashion trends, was
a reoccurring theme during all phases of my research. Their emphasis
on individual consumption and the choices they make as consumers
make them feel as if they do not take a part in what they consider
herd-like behaviour.
Some scholars of youth argue that this is exactly what contemporary late modern conformism is. As capitalist society reinforces a type
of conformity that emphasises one’s individuality, especially through
the consumer market, maintaining a distinct cultural identity through
one’s consumer choices becomes a key element of mainstream culture (Heath and Potter 2005, Willett 2008, Niedzwiecki 2006). However, such an interpretation might imply that ‘mainstream’ youth are
consumers who are duped or who fool themselves. My proposition
is that this paradox needs to be interpreted within the conditions of
late modernity. And this is what the ‘paradox of conforming non-conformity’ attempts to capture. According to Giddens (1991), one risk
in late modernity is for people to lose their self-identity and self-confidence, as these present the most important competencies of social
integration in late modernity. Framing consumer lifestyles as a means
of social inclusion under the conditions of late modernity allows us
to focus on how young people use consumption as a means of dealing with the everyday aspects of social change. A rebellious approach
to consumption would put at risk their own sense of belonging to
a society (Pyšňáková and Miles 2010, Hráčková Pyšňáková 2012. As
one of my participants put it, ‘I think I fit into this society. Definitely
as a consumer’. As such, it seems that they use their own conformity
reflexively and for their own ends. It is their active engagement with
consumer culture which provides them with not only a sense of being relatively free agents but also a sense of inclusion and belonging.
Thus, it is within their consumer lifestyles they can feel connected to
their friends, feel creative and individualistic and yet also feel as if
they are not being excluded from mainstream society.
Some youth researchers, for example Sarah Thornton (1995) in
her work on British youth club cultures, tend to paint this relationship with the mainstream as negative. My research on young Czech
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consumers goes beyond the discrete world of the clubs and examines
young people’s relationship to the mainstream in their everyday experience and complexity. Based on my findings, I suggest that young
people’s relationship to the mainstream is not negative but rather of
two minds. As another of my participants put it: ‘I guess it is because
I understand mainstream in two ways. And so it depends in which
sense I am talking about mainstream. In a pejorative sense, mainstream means to me a gray monolithic crowd, average, and conformity, no provoking. Total fitting in. But I also understand mainstream
in a more positive sense, like not being so shocking and so individualistic and having values typical for our society, normal lifestyles.
I actually think that it is possible to balance between these extremes.
You do not have to be either a sheep or a radical. I think today it is
pretty much normal to fit into society and yet be different.’
This thought tells us a lot about the conflicting nature of young
people’s everyday experiences under the conditions of late modernity.
Being a part of mainstream thus does not have to represent total conformity, but rather it can reflect the need for constructing a ‘normal’
and balanced life. My participants also used this conforming nonconformity creatively. Mixing diverse items implied further symbolic
work with the meanings of the items which they purchased (Willis
1990) and provided my participants with feelings of autonomy, relative freedom, uniqueness and self-confidence. It is in this sense that
an examination of the consumer lifestyles of ordinary youth might
provide a challenge to the taken-for-granted assumption, generally
evident in the Czech sociology of youth, that young people have an
un-reflexive and passive engagement with consumption.

The paradox of choice
Participation in consumption and cultural activities, especially in
terms of consumer choices, constitutes an arena for the negotiation
of identity for many of the young people I interviewed. Many of my
participants perceived choice as something normal. The paradox of
choice lies in the fact that it creates new forms of pressure; it generates new problems a person must deal with. In other words, an individual learns to become fully responsible for his or her choices and
the consequences are perceived as a personal success or a personal
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failure. Such unpredictability and uncertainty makes young people
more reflexive, and for many of them, it is the broader context of
a consumer lifestyle that provides them with a sense of continuity and
safety and helps them to minimise the paradoxical consequence of so
many choices, such as making the wrong choice.
Although consumption represents an important means used by
young people to express their individuality insofar as it offers choices,
my analysis demonstrates that in reality, these choices are not distributed equally. Young people deal with many constraints which make
their choices difficult or limited. For example, being a student or having a part-time job is one of the most common situations in which
a lack of money can become problematic. Consumption provides
young people with an important means of social inclusion and the
feeling of being emotionally connected to others through consumption. As such, they use many ‘creative’ and ‘calculative’ strategies
in order to avoid being excluded from these practices, for example,
a calculated use of brands to demonstrate adherence to a particular
lifestyle. Such a strategy offers an example of how a young person
lacking economic capital may compensate for such a disadvantage
through a surfeit of cultural capital. At the same time, the adoption of
a calculative attitude generates new risks, as it exposes young people
to the potential hazard that their calculation may fail. In the Czech
Republic, young people’s use of consumption serves not only as an
arena of self-expression that was previously unavailable, but also as
a means by which they actively navigate their way through a day-today existence that appears to offer choice and yet simultaneously constrains such choice. It is within the context of consumer practices that
they are able to actively negotiate and deal with the circumstances of
the conditions they are exposed to.
To sum up, this book has put forward the proposition that an
empirical understanding of the mainstream, particularly as it is manifested through consumer lifestyles, might provide an effective means
by which sociologists can more effectively understand Czech young
people’s relationship with social change. The suggestion underlying
this proposition is that consumer lifestyles help young people amass
resources (Giddens 1984) for successful integration into what has
been described as an increasingly risky society (Beck 1992, Beck and
Beck-Gernsheim 2002). Furthermore, such lifestyles may well play
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a particularly prescient role in what continues to be such a transient
and relatively uncertain period in Czech history. My intention, however, is not to put researching young consumers on a pedestal within
the youth research agenda in the Czech Republic. Nor am I suggesting
that consumption is the most important element in young people’s
lives. However, as my findings suggest, researching young people’s
relationships to consumption is sociologically relevant because consumption constitutes a ubiquitous and natural part of their daily lives.
And this fact has been underestimated in contemporary youth research in the Czech Republic. Thus, the notion of ‘mainstream’ youth
provides a particularly useful lens for understanding the conflicting
nature of young people’s experiences in a risk society on a day-to-day
basis. In other words, researching the meaning of consumer lifestyles
might be significant in understanding how young people actively deal
with the conditions of late modernity. From this perspective, a vital
part of the re-conceptualisation of ‘mainstream’ youth involves going
beyond equating them with a homogeneous group or using this expression as a label, but rather to understand it as a lived experience.
My book offers an insight insofar as the young people I interviewed were willing to share with me their interpretations of what it
means to be a young person in contemporary society. Their openness
allowed me a partial understanding and knowledge of their day-today experience of living under the conditions of late modernity, with
all its pros and cons. The concept of mainstream youth which I sought
to develop in this book challenges taken-for-granted representations
of mainstream youth as being a passive and conforming majority. In
the specific context of youth research in the Czech Republic, it is
suggested that a re-conceptualisation of the mainstream might offer
a perspective, or a useful lens, through which we can understand
young people, as it allows us to focus upon the ways in which they
are blending old and new patterns of identity construction and are
actively shaping new approaches to life. From this perspective, it is
also suggested that an empirically informed understanding of young
people’s relationship to consumption might provide a means of understanding the social and cultural implications of the post-socialist
transition on young people in the Czech Republic. If one thing can be
learnt from this book it is that although young people in the Czech
Republic are undoubtedly going through a particularly significant
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moment of social, cultural and economic change, their resources are
such that they will continue to adapt. It is in such a fashion that consumption provides an important, indeed arguably essential, means by
which young people interpret, construct and maintain their sense of
belonging in a rapidly changing society. This is something that the
sociology of youth in the Czech Republic will forget at its peril.
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This book raises a critically aware discussion of ‘mainstream’ youth
in the context of young people’s engagement with late modern consumer culture and its implications for contemporary youth research in
the Czech Republic. My aim is to contribute to debates about how we
might re-conceptualise ‘mainstream’ youth in late modern consumer
culture, and also to the understanding of the processes of ‘active consumption’, belonging and identity in the post-revolutionary Czech
Republic.
The concept of mainstream youth is gradually elaborated around
five questions: What is ‘mainstream’ youth? How has the sociology
of youth dealt with the concept of ‘mainstream’ youth? What does it
mean to belong to the mainstream in late modernity? How can understanding of young people’s relationship to consumption help in
re-conceptualising the notion of ‘mainstream’ youth? How can the
focus on Czech ‘mainstream’ young people’s engagement with late
modern consumer culture contribute to contemporary youth research
in the Czech Republic?
The concept of mainstream youth I bring into this book is grounded in two still relatively marginal debates in Western youth research
– concerning ‘ordinary youth’52 and the ‘critique of the structural
and cultural gap’ in youth studies53. The argument underlying both
debates is that the sociology of youth has traditionally operated from
two distinct and often opposing perspectives concerned with either
‘youth transitions’ or ‘youth (sub)cultures’. The main problem with
contemporary youth research characterised both by structural and cultural approaches is not the examination of the margins and spectacle
per se, but a tendency to focus almost exclusively on ‘marginal and
52
See, for example, the work of Willis 1977, 1990; Jenkins 1983, Ball et al.
2000, Hollands 2002, Pilkington 2004, Shildrick 2002, 2006, Miles 2000, Ball et.
al 2000, France 2007, Van Wel et al. 2008, Brown 1987, MacDonald and Coffield
1991, Roberts 2011.
53
See, for example, Jones 1988, 2009; Gayle 1998, Miles 2000, 2002a, 2002b,
2003; Cieslik 2001, MacDonald et al. 2001, Hollands 2002, France 2007).
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spectacular youth’. I am taking the above criticism further in arguing
that the polarisation between structural and cultural approaches, along
with a focus on marginal, spectacular and disadvantaged youth, has
led not only to the neglect of the experiences of ‘mainstream’ youth
who cannot be easily pigeonholed into the above categories, but also
to a very limited understanding of mainstream youth. The second debate I am drawing on is the criticism of the structural and cultural gap
in youth research. This debate reflects a more general sociological
concern with the structure and agency debate (Giddens 1984), which
has been re-articulated in youth studies into a discussion on how
much young people, as social actors, are determined by the structural
components in their lives and how much they are active agents in determining their own biographies. The goal is to understand the diversity of young people’s cultural expressions and individualised transitional pathways in the context of late modernity (Giddens 1991),
which have become at the same increasingly common and therefore
a standardised part of many of young people’s life experiences (Beck
1992, Beck and Beck-Gernsheim 2002, Furlong and Cartmel 2007).
In this book, I re-articulate this call for a focus on mainstream young
people and their engagement in late modern consumer culture.
Although I am drawing largely on examples from British youth
studies, the works I selected, along with the related debates, are in
many ways particularly relevant to the prevailing representation of
“mainstream” youth in contemporary Czech youth research. As in the
British sociology of youth, contemporary social scientific research in
the Czech Republic tends to focus on spectacular or ‘melodramatic
expressions of youth’ rather than ‘ordinary’ young people. What
the notion of mainstream youth appears to actually reflect in Czech
youth research are the “silenced voices” (Griffin 1993) or the “invisible majority” (Roberts 2011). I am arguing that the lack of research
on ordinary young people has ironically led to several orthodoxies
about mainstream youth – a taken-for-granted assumption outlining
them as a relatively homogeneous group characterised by conformity,
passivity and manipulation, especially when it comes to the issue of
consumption and media influence.
Based on qualitative research with 95 young people, this book examines how ordinary, or as I prefer, mainstream youth construct and
negotiate the meaning of their ordinariness via their day-to-day ex-
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periences with late modern consumer culture. Using an interpretive/
structuration approach enables a framing of ‘mainstream’ youth as
active agents and a look at how these young people construct their
identities around the notion of active agency, the complexity of apparent normality and the sophisticated achievement of their supposed
‘ordinariness’. My findings question the current representation of
a passive ‘mainstream’ in youth research in the Czech Republic and
they highlight the centrality of reflexivity in young consumers’ engagements with culture and social life.
One of my objectives is to ascertain the extent to which the concept of ‘mainstream’ youth offers a valuable lens for understanding
young people’s relationship to social change and how it might be
relevant for further youth research in the Czech Republic. I find this
objective particularly relevant because what dominates the current
youth question in the Czech Republic is a concern with how the postrevolution young generation deals with the changed conditions of late
modernity (e.g. Macháček 2004). Most research of this kind draws
upon Beck’s individualisation thesis (1992) and Giddens’ theory of
reflexivity (1991), according to which the structural deterioration
of traditional institutions liberates people from conventional roles
and constraints (class, gender and family relationships), but at the
same time engenders new forms of dependency (Beck and BeckGernsheim 2002). New choices and freedoms are compromised
by new pressures and uncertainties for young people. My aim is
to contribute to this debate via an examination of how ordinary
young people use their consumer lifestyles as a means of dealing
with the structural constraints and new possibilities typical of late
modernity.
The book is comprised of seven chapters. The first three are
theoretical and present a critical evaluation of how the sociology of
youth has dealt with the concept of ‘mainstream’ youth. The aim is
to assess the ways in which contemporary theories inform current
constructions of the concept of mainstream youth or prompt a process
of its reconstruction and re-conceptualisation. The focus is on the implications of the prevailing gap between structural and cultural approaches in youth studies and the tendency within both approaches
to neglect ‘mainstream’ youth in favour of visible or melodramatic
youth groups. Regarding youth research in the Czech Republic,
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I discuss the implications of the tendency to explain contemporary
Czech youth through ‘problem’, ‘(post)subcultural’ and ‘transitional’ discourses, especially in research concerning young people’s
consumption.
Chapter Four elaborates the rationale and procedures underpinning the study’s chosen methodology, the epistemological and ontological assumptions underlying my methodological approach to this
investigation and the qualitative methods employed. It explains the
data collection strategies, namely the solicitation of written essays,
focus groups and semi-structured interviews in small groups and the
benefits emerging from engaging with some principles of grounded
theory.
The following three chapters present the analytical findings from
the above research. Namely, they discuss how an examination of
young people’s relationship to consumption helps in reconceptualisation of the notion of ‘mainstream’ youth. Utilising the concept of the
paradox of ‘conforming non-conformity’, I discuss the meaning of
individualised consumption and the personal consumer choices that
provide my participants with the feeling of standing out from what
they describe as ‘sheep-like behaviour’. Drawing upon theories of
reflexive modernity, I discuss the extent to which an emphasis on
individuality and personal choice might reflect young people’s acceptance rather than denial of contemporary values and I consider
what implications this paradox might offer for the concept of mainstream youth in the context of late modernity. Taking this discussion
on choice further, I elaborate the ‘paradox of choice’ and focus on
the tension between new forms of freedom and the risks and constraints which young people experience in their roles as consumers.
In congruence with Furlong and Cartmel (2007), I argue that social
inequalities have not disappeared and young people often articulate
these inequalities through their experiences with consumption. However, consumer lifestyles simultaneously represent a means of dealing with the above constraints. I propose that consumption becomes
an important arena of socialisation, shared biographies, experiences
and feelings, where young people can negotiate social, cultural and
structural change (see also Miles 2000).
The focus in this research is primarily on the active ways (consumer practices in particular) through which young people negotiate
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structural constraints and make the most of the new possibilities typical of late modernity in order to maintain, construct, display, interpret
and negotiate their sense of belonging to society. It is my sincere hope
that this book will present a basis not only for more reflexive usage of
the concept of ‘mainstream’ youth in contemporary Czech youth studies, but that it will also assist in the reconstruction and re-conceptualisation of the current concept of mainstream youth in contemporary
Czech youth research.
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GLOSSA
RY

CCCS – Centre for Contemporary Cultural Studies
MIPC – Manchester Institute for Popular Culture
MŠMT – Ministry of Education, Youth and Sports (Czech Republic) [Ministerstvo školství, mládeže a tělovýchovy ČR)
SIMAR – Ethical codex used by the Association of Market Research Agencies
operating in the Czech Republic
NIDM MŠMT – National Institute of Children and Youth in the Czech Republic
[Národní institut dětí a mládeže, Ministerstvo školství, mládeže a tělovýchovy
ČR]
NRVDM – National Children and Youth Research Register in the Czech Republic
[Národní registr výzkumů o dětech a mládeži, ČR]
INSOMA – Internet, Sociological, Media and Marketing Research (http:
//www.insoma.cz) [Sociologický internetový, mediální a marketingový výzkum] (A research agency in the Czech Republic that focuses on academic
research, youth question and quantitative research methods. INSOMA also
cooperates with the Ministry of Education, Youth and Sports in the Czech
Republic)
‘shampoo’ [šampon] – An expression frequently used by the young people participating in my research project. This expression is ambiguous and its meaning depends on the context. Participants associated this expression mostly
with ‘poseur-like manners’, ‘superficiality’ and ‘lack of authenticity’. In other
contexts, this expression referred to specific youth groups and their consumer
lifestyles (e.g. ‘gilded urban kids’).
‘sheeple’ [stádo] – A blended word combining the words ‘sheep’ and ‘people’.
This is borrowed from Urban Dictionary (http://www.urbandictionary.com)
. The English term ‘sheeple’ at best captures the original meaning of Czech
word ‘stádo’ in the context in which it was used by the young people participating in this research project.
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